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STATUS OF SPIN RESEARCH FOR RECENT AIRPLANE DESIGNS 
By Anshal I. Neihouse, Walter J. Klinar, 
and Stanley H. Scher 
SUMMARY 
This report presents the status of spin research for recent a irplane 
designs as interpreted at the Langley Laboratory of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics. Major problem areas discussed include: 
1. Interpretation of results of spin -model research 
2. Analytical spin studies 
3. Techniques involved in the measurement of various parameters in 
the spin 
4. Effectiveness of controls during spins and recoveries 
5 . Influence of l ong noses, s trakes, and canards on spin and 
recovery characteristics 
6 . Correlati on of airplane and model spin and recovery characteristics 
Analyses are made of the existing problems and general conclusions are 
drawn. 
INTRODUCTION 
The spin of an airplane and the recovery therefrom, like any other 
moti on, depend on the f orces and moments acting on the airplane. A devel -
oped spin, in general, has been considered a motion in which an airplane 
in flight , at some angle of attack between the stall and 900 descends r ap -
i dly t owards the earth while r otating about, and with the wings nearly 
perpendicular t o , a vertical or near-vertical axis. Recently, however, 
high - speed fighters and research airplanes have apparently exhibited 
spinning moti ons at high speeds in which the center of gravity of the 
airplane has f oll owed a bal l i stic path. 
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At one time the developed spin was considered important as a tac-
tical maneuver . At the present, however, the spin is considered signifi-
cant primarily because it is a motion that can be entered inadvertently 
and because fighter - type and trainer-type airplanes are required t o demon-
strate that the developed spin can be terminated satisfactorily. Controls 
which are effective in normal flight may be inadequate f or recovery from 
the spin unless sufficient consideration has been given to this problem in 
the des ign stage . In the past, based on research with many designs, a 
criterion was established f or predicting spin recovery (ref . 1) and f or 
determining the adequacy or inadequacy of controls while the airplane was 
still in the design stage . However , with the advent of jet - and r ocket -
propelled airplanes and the accompanying changes in weight and mass dis -
tribution, it s oon became apparent that this criterion could, in many 
instances, be inadequate . 
Current airplanes have weights which are appreciably larger and have 
moments of inertia about the Y- and Z-axes which may be ten times as large 
as those of World War II airplanes. It can not be expected, therefore, 
that a spin of a current airplane, with its accompanying high angular 
moment um, can be terminated as effectively as a spin of the earlier air -
planes by aerodynamic controls which generally are of similar size. Als o , 
because of short - span thin wings, the moment of inertia about the X- axis 
of a current airplane is generally relatively low and this can greatly 
influence the optimum control for spin recovery. It is generally diffi -
cult to obtain developed spins t oday but, when obtained, the same factors 
that make i t difficult t o obtain the spin may also make it difficult to 
recover from the spi~ . Thus, it may be necessary in the future t o resort 
t o auxiliary means - such as extens i on of canards or strakes, differential 
elevator deflection, or deflection of the engine jet - t o stop the spin . 
Current and future airplane designs may be compromised too much f or 
their intended uses in providing adequate control for termination of the 
developed spin; also, there is a rising problem of pilot disorientation 
associated with developed spins . As a result, the incipient spin, the 
transient motion between the stall and the developed spin, must be given 
more attention than it has in the past, and prev~nting the developed spin 
by proper control utilization while the airplane is still in the incipient 
pha se of the spinning moti on may become a primary factor . 
The present report discusses some of the f ollowing major problem 
areas which are currently being considered in spin research: interpreta-
t i on of results of spin-model research, analytical spin studies, tech-
niques involved i n the measurement of vari ous parameters in the spin, 
effectiveness of controls during spins and recoveries, influence of l ong 
noses, strakes, and canards on spin and recovery characteristics, and 
correlation of airplane and model spin and recovery characteristics . 
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The body system of axes is used. This system of axes, related 
angles, and positive directions of corresponding forces and moments are 
illustrated in figure 1 . 
Cy 
cy 
longitudinal-force coefficient, 
side -force coefficient, 
normal - force coefficient, 
drag coefficient, 
Fy 
~V 2S 2 R 
FZ 
1 V 28 ~R 
rOlling-moment coefficient , 
pitching-moment coefficient, 
pitching-moment coefficient (subscript denotes that 
pitching moment was nondimensionalized by b rather 
than by c) , My 
yawing -moment coefficient, 
MZ 
section side -force coefficient, 
Fy 
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thrust) lb 
l ongitudinal force acting along X body axis, lb 
lateral f orce acting along Y body axis) lb 
normal f orce acting along Z body axis) lb 
drag, lb 
rolling moment acting about X body axis) ft-lb 
pitching moment acting about Y body axi s) ft-lb 
yawing moment acting about Z body axis) ft-lb 
weight, lb 
r ocket force parallel to X body axis, lb 
r ocket force parallel t o Y body axis) lb 
r ocket f orce parallel to Z body axis) lb 
wing area) sq ft 
pro jected area based on chord parallel t o flow at angle 
of sideslip of 00 ) s q ft 
w:ing span) ft 
air density) slugs/cu ft 
vertical component of velocity of airplane center of 
gravity (rate of des cent )) ft/sec 
resultant linear velocity) ft/sec 
components of velOCity VR along X) Y) and Z body axes) 
respectively) ft/sec 
resultant angular velocity) rps 
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components of angular velocity n 
axes, respectively, r adians / sec 
about X, Y, and Z body 
engine r otational rate, radians/sec 
airplane relative-density coefficient, 
mass of airplane, Weight 1 , s ugs 
g 
mean aerodynamic chor d, ft 
m 
pSb 
ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of leading 
edge of mean aerodynamic chord to mean aerodynamic chor d 
ratio of distance between center of gravity and X body 
axis to mean aerodynamic chord (positive when center of 
gravity is below X body axis) 
linear distances along three body axes measured from 
center of gravity, positive in sense indicated in 
fig. 1, ft 
moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respec-
tively, slug-ft2 
radii of gyration about X, Y, and Z body axes, respec -
tively, ft 
polar moment of inertia of engine, slug-ft2 
p r oduct of inertia about X body axiS, positive when 
principal axis is inclined below reference line at 
nose, slug-ft2 
inertia yawing -moment parameter 
inertia rolling-moment parameter 
inertia pitching -moment parameter 
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acceleration due t o gravity, taken as 32.17 ft/sec2 
t otal angular movement of X body axis from horizontal 
plane measured in vertical plane, positive when air -
plane nose is above horizontal plane, radians 
t otal angular movement of Y body axis from horizontal 
plane measured in YZ body plane, positive when clock-
wise as viewed from rear of airpl ane (if X body axis is 
vertical, ¢ is measured from a reference position in 
e 
horizontal plane), radians 
angle between Y body axis and horizontal measured in ver-
tical plane, positive f or erect spins when right wing 
downward and f or inverted spins when left wing downward, 
radians; or angle of tilt of r ol l vane about X body 
axi s, positive when vane deflection is t o left, deg or 
radians 
angle of attack, angle between relative wind VR pro jected 
into the XZ plane of symmetry and the X body axis, posi-
tive when relative wind comes from below XY body plane, 
deg 
angle of sideslip, angle between relative wind VR and 
pro jection of relative wind on XZ-plane, positive 
when relative wi nd comes from right of plane of symmetry, 
deg 
angle of inclination of a yaw vane with respect t o X body 
axiS, positive when vane is inclined t o left, deg 
horizontal component of t otal angular deflection of X body 
axis from reference position in horizontal plane, posi -
tive when clockwise as viewed from vertically above air-
plane, radians 
appl ied f orce, lb 
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den 
di3 
CYi3 
dCy 
di3 
cm 
dCm 
i3 di3 
6C 1 r , 
6C 1 a , 
l£na , 
6Cn r , 
6Cm e , 
6Cy r , 
6Cy a , 
l£Ze , 
6CX e , 
ax 
ay 
az 
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r olling-moment coefficient due t o a rudder deflection 
r olling-moment coefficient due to an aileron deflection 
yawing -moment coefficient due t o an aileron deflection 
yawing -moment coefficient due t o a rudder deflection 
pitching-moment coefficient due to an elevator deflection 
side-force coefficient due t o a rudder deflection 
side -force coefficient due t o an aileron deflection 
normal-force coefficient due to an e levator deflection 
l ongitudinal-force coeffici ent due t o an elevator 
deflection 
resultant acceleration along the X-axis, positive when 
directed along the positive X-axis, ft/sec2 
resultant accelerati on along the Y-axis , positive when 
directed along the pos itive Y-axis, ft/sec2 
resultant accelerati on al ong the Z-axis , positive when 
directed along the positive Z-axis, ft/sec2 
time, sec 
tail dampi ng power factor (see ref. 1) 
Reynolds number based on c 
Mach number 
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m3 sin ¢e cos 8e 
n3 = cos ¢e cos 8e 
A Bx - llt + r Vt - qWt 
B = -ay + Vt - PWt + rUt 
C 
-aZ + Wt - qut + pVt 
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A dot over a symbol represents derivative with respect to time; for 
. du 
example) u = --. 
dt 
Subscripts: 
i 
t 
X 
Y 
Z 
aero 
HT 
VT 
indicated 
true 
X body axis 
Y body axis 
Z body axis 
aerodynamic moment 
hori zont al tail 
vertical tail 
N indicates coeff icient based on plan area of nose 
I. TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING THE SPIN AND RECOVERY 
A. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS OF SPIN-MODEL RESEARCH 
Techniques for Study of Developed Spin 
Experience has indicated that spins of airplanes and recovery there-
from can be readily investigated safely and at a comparatively moderate 
cost by means of small dynamic models in a spin tunnel. A dynamic model 
is one in which geometri c similarity between model and airplane is 
extended to obtain geometric similarity of the paths of motion of corre -
sponding poi nts by mai ntaining constant) in addition to the scale rati o 
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of l inear dimensions, the r atios : f orce, mass, and time. (See refs. 2 
and 3 .) 
A spin tunnel is a vertical tunnel, generally with a propeller a t 
t he t op drawing air vertically upward so that the f orce of the up -going 
air bal ances the we i ght of the model . Such a tunnel should provide f or 
rapi d deceleration and rapi d acceleration of t he air . Provision should 
be made f or maintaining the model . near the center of the tunnel and a t 
a desired height . 
Langley spin tunnel .- Originally, the Langley Aer onautical Laboratory 
had a 15 -f oot - diameter spin tunnel . (See ref. 4 . ) This was replaced in 
1941 by a 20 -foot -di ameter tunnel with a maximum speed of approximately 
90 f ee t per second . Views of the Langley tunnel are shown in f i gures 2 
and 3, and a descri pti on of the tunnel is gi ven in table I. In this tun-
nel , models are launched with spinni ng r otation into the airstream by hand . 
For r ecovery, the tunnel operator sets up a magnetic field in the tunnel 
where the model is spinning by allowi ng a current t o pass through copper 
coils placed around the periphery of the tunnel . A magnet in the model 
mJ ves to aline with the magnetic field and , in so doing, trips a catch 
which allows control s t o move, a par achute t o open, a r ocket t o fire, or 
an item t o be jettisoned . Pho t ographs are taken of the spinning motion 
by a side camera or by synchronized camer as on the side and at the bottom 
of the tunnel . (See ref. 5 . ) As the side camera phot ographs the motion, 
it a l so phot ogr aphs readings of a t i mi ng device and of a pitot - static 
tube ; thus , records of time and velocity are regis t ered on film. A six-
component r otary bal ance (table II ) i s available in the tunnel t o obtain 
f orce and moment data at spinning attitudes and t o provide aerodynamic 
data f or analytical studies. (See r ef . 6. ) 
Spin tunnel as analog computer . - The combination of a spin tunnel 
and a dynamic model gives what mi ght be termed an analog computer . At 
t he scale tested, the aerodynamic and inertia characteristics of t he 
design are i ntegrated and the "computer" sol ves the moment and f orce equa-
t i ons t o provide the ensuing spinning and recovery motion for the model . 
Interpretati on of spin-tunnel r esults .- Because of the many variables 
in a sp i n, i nterpre t ation of spin-tunnel results f or application t o a 
cor responding airplane i s diffi cult . Lack of quantitative data on the 
many possible variables has necessitated the isolation of only the primary 
f actors considered important in effecting the spin and recover y . Conti n -
uous use has been made of spin- tunnel experi ence with previous designs 
tes t ed and of comparisons, wtlenever available , of model and airplane 
results . Thus, evaluating the spin and recovery characteristics of a pr o -
po s ed airplane design has not only involved the science of accurately 
det ermining test results on the cor responding model but also the art of 
evaluating the meaning of these results i n light of previous model results 
and corresponding f ull-scale results . Langley spin- tunnel results are not 
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interpreted rigidly for a specific control setting, mass, or dimens i onal 
configuration but rather are interpreted in terms of the range of results 
obtained f or the combination of mass characteristics, dimensional charac-
teristics, and control settings under investigation by determining the 
extent t o which slight variations in t hese factors can alter the results . 
Criteri on f or satisfactory recovery.- A criterion has been devel -
oped f or determining whether a pilot would have adequate control in a 
spin t o enable him t o recover satisfactorily. It was assumed that, for 
most spins, the pilot would probably have the airplane controls set 
approximately at "normal spinning control configuration" - that is, stick 
full back and laterally neutral and rudder full with the spin. In order 
not t o compr omise the a irplane t oo much for its intended uses, it was 
f e lt that, if satisfactory recovery could always be obtained from this 
control configuration, the airplane design would be considered as having 
satisfactory recovery characteristics. However, in order to evaluate the 
recovery characteristics at normal spinning control configuration, a so -
called "criterion spin" is selected f or which ailerons are set from neutral 
one -third of their full deflection in an adverse direction for recovery, 
the stick position is allowed t o vary one-third from its full-up setting, 
and when the rudder is reversed f or recovery, it is moved to only two -
thirds of its full -against setting ; similarly, when ailerons or elevators 
are used f or recovery, they, t oo , are only deflected to two -thirds of 
their full positions f or recovery. The effect of moderate changes in 
weight, center of graVity, and moments of inertia is also considered. A 
criterion f or satisfactory recovery f or model tests was selected as 
2t turns or less based on analyses of available comparisons with full-
scale results . These analyses, i n general, indicated that, when recovery 
i n t he spin tunnel required more than this number of turns, the controls 
were not sufficiently effective and the corresponding airplane probably 
woul d have unsatisfactory recovery characteristics; this result might, in 
some instances, be an indication that t he controls are so ineffective as 
not to produce a recovery at all. Also, a relatively large number of 
turns may contribute t o an unsatisfactory situation because of a resulting 
large l oss in altitude and possible pilot confusion and panic. This rule 
is not a hard and fast one and judgment may be influenced by the nature of 
t he model results. 
Thus it can be seen that a fixed correction in moments or forces t o 
allow f or Reynolds number by modification to the model is not utilized. 
It is felt that, in s ome instances , corrections would be unnecessary, that 
secondary effects of t he corrections applied might possibly be more sig-
nificant than the corrections themselves and thus lead to erroneous results, 
and, furthermore, that, even if a scale-ef fect correction were accurately 
applied f or the developed spin, it might be inadequate and even inaccu-
rate f or the recovery phase . The technique setup is an attempt to measure 
the ability of a control t o do s omething positive and consistent in spite 
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of such factors as scale, pr oduction t olerances on the airplane, and 
almos t unavoidable pilot inconsistencies in control settings. Probably 
because it is a stalled flow phenomena, spin-research experience has 
i ndicat ed that changes can often be made in aerodynamic and mass char-
acteristics of a design with little or no effect on the spin or recovery 
up t o a certain point, and then even a slight additional change may 
"tr igger" an effect leading t o a large difference in results. Thus, it 
is felt that even the slight dimensional changes of a model due t o the 
wear and tear of testing is a "safety valve" which tends t o expose the 
poss i ble existence of a critical condition. Therefore, instead of 
attempting t o pinpoint a specific result f or a specific set of mass and 
dimensional characteristics, an attempt has been Inade, as previously 
menti oned , t o evaluate the range of results possible. In this connection, 
one poor recovery out of several recoveries has been considered almost as 
undesirable as consistently poor recoveries. The philosophy has been t o 
assume t hat a proposed design is inadequate f or spin recovery unless it 
can be proved t o be satisfactory. As a result, it might be expected that 
in some isolated instances conservative conclusions might be reached and 
that a design not being conclusively satisfactory based on spin-tunnel 
res ults may nevertheless exhiuit satisfactory recovery characteristics. 
Because an emergency device is required on the airplane during the 
spi n demonstration tests and, also, because in some instances such a 
device may be kept permanently on the airplane, such tests are included 
i n t he model-test program . The minimum-size tail parachute required to 
effect recovery within 2t turns from the criterion spin is determined . 
The parachute is opened f or the recovery attempts by actuating the 
remote-control mechanism while the controls are held fixed at positions 
which tend to maintain the spin so that recovery is due t o parachute 
act i on alone. The parachute t owline is generally attached t o the bottom 
rear of the fuselage. The f olded spi n -recovery parachute is placed on 
t he model in such a position that it does not seriously influence the 
es t ablished spin. A rubber band holds the packed parachute t o the model 
and , when released, allows the parachute t o be blown free of the model. 
On f ull-scale parachute installations it is deqirable t o mount the para-
chut e pack within the airplane struct ure, if possible, and it is recom-
mende d that a mechanism be employed for positive ejection of the parachute. 
Whether parachutes or r ockets, another type of emergency spin-recovery 
device, are used, provision is generally made on t he model t o compensate 
f or t he mass changes associated with instal lation of the emergency device. 
Scal e effect .- Models currently tested in the Langley spin tunnel 
generally range in scale from 1/40 t o 1/20 and the corresponding Reynolds 
numbers of the tests (based on wing chord) range f r om approximately 
5C, OOO t o 200,000. Scale may appreci ably affec t model results in two 
predominant ways . There is a possible effect of Reynolds number of the 
fuse lage, particularly if the fuselage nose is l ong and the pro jected 
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area of the fuselage is large relative to the wing area. The cross drag 
on the fuselage of the model as well as a probable side force on the 
fuselage may be appreciably different from those on the corresponding 
airplane . This could have an important bearing on the balance of pitching 
moments in the spin which, in turn, could affect the balance of yawing 
moments through variations in angular velocities. It could also affect 
the balance of yawing moments directly by a variation in what might be 
called an autorotative moment due t o the side force on the fuselage nose. 
(This effect is discussed i n part II B. ) Also, there is a possible Rey-
nolds number effect on the wi ngs if the spin is steep enough and the spin 
rotation high enough so that the outer wing of the model in the spin is 
near enough t o the stall angle to be i nfluenced in such a manner as to 
give less lift than that on the corresponding airplane. This effect could 
lead to a variation in the balance of rolling moments and an accompanying 
difference in wing tilt in the spin. The magnitude of this effect would 
be dependent on wing section, the magnitude being greater as wing thickness 
and camber are increased (refs. 7 t o 12). The difference in wing tilt 
9ould , in turn, lead t o a difference in the gyroscopic yawing moments 
\IX - Iy) pq in the spin. I n s ome instances, the Reynolds number effects 
may tend to nullify one another - f or example, an increased nose-up moment 
on the model may tend t o cause the inner wing to be depressed, whereas a 
decreased lift on the outer wi ng may tend to cause the outer wing to be 
depressed . In specific cases, however, the possible individual effects 
would have t o be considered . In the past, based on rather meager informa-
tion, there has been a general indication, at least for airplanes up until 
about five years ago, that the model spun with more outward sideslip than 
did the airplane. (See refs. 13 and 14.) This could possibly lead to 
optimistic results in the tunnel for designs having their mass distributed 
chiefly al ong the wings but t o pessimistic tunnel results when the mass is 
distri buted chiefly along the fuselage (see part II A). This factor is 
given cognizance in predicting full-scale results from tunnel tests. 
Tunnel technique .- A factor which may also lead to differences in 
model and airplane results may be classified as tunnel technique. The 
models are launched in a flat attitude with high rotation into the spin 
tunnel in order t o be assured of obt aining any flat spin that may be 
possible . Because of the high i nertias of present -day deSigns, spinning 
tendencies may be indicated on the model which may not be readily obtain-
able, or may not be obtainable at all, on the corresponding airplane 
because the same high inertias augmenting the spin in the tunnel will 
tend t o make it more difficult for the airplane to rev up to the spinning 
condition . This can possibly make model results too conservative . How-
ever, experience has indicated t hat, even though airplane spin recoveries 
s ometi mes appear t o be better than those predicted by model results, 
oftentimes a spinning condit ion with poor recovery may be eventually 
obtained as a result of a violent maneuver, a pitch-up, a directional 
divergence, or even an inadvertent asymmetric lateral location of the 
center of gravity . In some instances, because of the initial high angle 
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of attack at which a model is launche d into the spin tunnel) an auto -
r otative moment due t o the nose may prevail on the model but may not 
occur on the airplane because it never gets t o a corresponding high 
angle of attack . There is a possibility) also ) that a Reynolds number 
effect may be present on the model at the initial high angle of attack 
at which it spins in the tunnel because of launching r otation, which 
may cause the autorotative tendencies between model and airplane t o 
differ . This possibility is considered in evaluating tunnel results. 
In addition, because spins of present-day airplanes are often very 
OSCillatory in nature , primarily in r oll and yaw, there is sometimes a 
tendency f or the oscillations t o resolve themselves into a no -spinning 
conditi on without movement of controls . In the spin tunnel, the oscil -
latory spins are often difficult t o obtain, either because of the 
tendency t o resolve into a no spin or because of space limitations. 
After many repeated attempts, however, the spin can generally be main -
tained and tested for ease or difficulty of recovery. 
It is not t oo surprising, therefore) t hat sometimes a spin on an 
ai rplane corresponding t o that obtained on the model may not be easily 
obtainable . Eventually, however, possibly because of s ome fairly 
insignificant change in the airplane) which may have a critical effect 
on the spinning tendency, a spin may be obtained on the airpl ane and, 
unless proper consideration has been Eiven this likelihood, the a irplane 
may get into trouble and may even be lost in a spin. 
Techni~ues for Study of Incipient Spin 
Because of the apparent inability of incorporating into the airplane 
prOvis i on f or insuring satisfactory recovery from the developed spin, more 
attenti on has recently been given the incipient spin. The incipient spin 
is considered t o be different from that of the developed spin in that .the 
forme r is a transient motion extending from a point after the stall t o 
just bef ore t he spin becomes developed (e~uilibrium). When and why some 
designs enter the developed spin ~uickly and the ease or difficulty of 
preventing the developed spin altogether are problems of great i mportance. 
Several years ago , a catapult was built f or i ncipient-spin studies 
(ref . 15 ) utilizing spin-tunnel models. Although results from this facil-
ity have been useful, the techni~ue is inadequate because of space limi.-
tations . Currently, a techni~ue is being developed f or studying the 
incipient spin by means of launching radio - controlled models from a 
helicopter. These models range from 1/10 t o 1/6 scale in size. If cur-
rent and future designs are compromised t oo much i n pr oviding ade~uate 
control f or termination of the developed spin, it becomes increasingly 
i mportant t o prevent the development of the spin. Recoveries attempted 
during t he incipient phase of the spin may be more readily attainable 
than those attempted after the spin becomes fully developed because 
-- -. 
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controls which are ineffective in the developed spin, owing to attitudes, 
r otation, and gyros copic effects, may be effective for termination of the 
incipient spin . 
B. ANALYTICAL SPIN STUDIES 
Duri ng recent years, analytical i nvestigations have been initiated 
in which spin-entry, developed-spin, and spin-recovery motions of airplanes 
are studied by calculating time histories of the attitude, velocity, and 
acceleration variables of the moti ons through the use of static and r otary 
aerodynamic data and six-degree-of - freedom equations of motion . It is 
expected that these investigations will augment the knowledge gained from 
customary free - spinning dynamic -model tests and full-scale-airplane spin 
te s ts and will ai d in obtaining a better und~rstanding of these often 
inadvertent and sometimes dangerous flight motions. In references 16 and 
17, calculation methods were described and the results of some initial 
step -by- step calculations were presented. More recently calculations have 
been made on an electronic analog computer of the recovery characteristics 
from a steady deve l oped spin of an unswept -wing fighter-airplane configura -
tion as affected by the application of various amounts of constant 
appli ed yawing moments, r olling moments, or thrust force. Calculation 
methods and r otary -balance aerodynamic data used in obtaining the analog -
computer r esults are presented and discussed. The results are presented 
as t i me histories of some of the attitude and velocity variables of the 
moti ons . Notes are made regarding the nature of the motions which ensued 
after the moments or the thrus t f orce were applied and regarding the rela -
tive effecti veness of these applied disturbances in causing recovery from 
the steady deve l oped spin. 
Equations and methods used in calculations f or incipient-spin studies 
are also presented . 
Methods and Calculations 
Equations of moti on .- The spin- recovery moti ons were calculated by 
an electronic analog computer which solved the following basic equati ons 
of moti on . These equations represent six degrees of freedom along and 
about the airplane body system of axes (see fig. 1 for illustration of 
body axes), which are assumed to be the principal axes: 
. V2 (1) u - Cx + g2 3 + vr - wq 2ub 
v V
2 
2ub Cy + gm3 + wp - ur (2) 
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W V
2 
- CZ + gn3 + uq -vp 2ub 
V2 Iy - I Z P -- C2 + qr 2uk 2 I X x 
(4) 
V2 I Z - I X q 
-- Cmb + Iy rp 2uk 2 Y 
. 2 IX - I y 
r _ V_ C + IZ pq 2uk 2 n 
z 
(6) 
where 
cos ¢e cos 8e 
In solving these equations, the computer made use of the relationships 
ex, tan-l :i. (8) 
u 
and 
f3 Y... (9) V 
ina smuch as the r otary-balance data (discussed subsequently) for each 
aerodynamic coefficient had been plotted as functions of the variables ex, 
and f3 . Also used were the relationships derived in reference 16 but with 
different symbols : 
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It was more feasible t o s olve these differential equations on the com-
puter than to solve directly for the attitude angles ge and ¢e in 
terms of their trigonometric functions as written in equations (7). 
It should be pointed out that equation (9) is an approximate 
f ormula, the complete one f or sideslip at the airplane center of gravity 
being 
However, it was necessary t o assume that the velocity V was constant 
in the equations of motion and to assume that the sideslip angle ~ was 
equal t o sin ~ in order that the available electronic analog computer 
equi pment could be adapted f or making the calculations. 
For the calculations in which a disturbance rolling or yawing 
moment was applied t o the spinning airplane, an incremental value of 
Cl or Cn , respectively, was added to the aerodynamic value obtained 
from the rotary-balance data and used in the corresponding equation of 
motion. This pr ocedure corresponds to inserting a term such as Fy or 
Fy 
I Z 
in equation (4) or (6), r espectively. For the calculations in which 
an applied thrust f orce was Simulated, the term Flm was added to 
equati on (1). 
Rotary-balance aerodynamic data.- The basic aerodynamic data used 
are presented in f i gure 4. I t consists of data obtained on the rotary 
balance in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel on a model of the 
unswept-wing fighter -airplane configuration shown in figure 5, some 
fairing having been made t o the data and some interpolative techniques 
being necessary in order t o adapt it for use on the analog computer. 
As noted in references 6, 16 , and 17, some difficulties were encountered 
in origi nally obtaining these data and they are considered t o include 
some inherent inaccuracies . Furthermore, the limited computer equipment 
available did not allow setting in the proper variations of aerodynamic 
data as the rate of rotation of the model varied during the recovery 
nloti on ; therefore, the only data used were those obtained while the model 
was ro c[l.ting at the rate of the initial steady, developed spin. Because 
of the shol't,CQmings of the aerodynamic data and the fairings and inter -
polative pr ocedLITe used, the data as presented in figure 4 are considered 
as being represen-tati ve only of the general nature of forces and moments 
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acting on the model . As previously ment ioned , a complete description 
of t he rotary balance is cont ained in r eference 6 . 
Preliminar y analysis .- The airplane was considered t o be initiall y 
i n an erect deve l ope d , steady spin (as oppose d t o an inverted spin or t o 
an erect incipient spin motion or t o an oscilla t or y spin ) with the char -
acteristics listed in t able III . Mass charac t e r is t ics of t he airplane 
and control dispositions f or the spin are also list ed i n table III. The 
spin characteristics listed in the t able were average values as obtained 
f r om free - spinning tests of a 1/20 -scale dynamic mode l of the airplane 
be i ng considered . 
I t was necessary t o modify the aerodynamic data (in addition t o t he 
f airing previously mentioned) s o that the electronic computer would indi -
cate the presence of the initial developed, steady spin before a disturb -
ance was applied . It was f ound that this could be done by adding f a ctors 
t o each of t he six aerodynamic coefficients in the equations of motion that 
were suffici ent t o cause the computer t o indicate constant values of t he 
vari abl e s of the motion when instructed t o s olve the equations of motion 
wi thout any disturbance applied t o the developed spin. 
The present investigation is believed t o be of value as an indication 
of trends when various moments or f orces are applied f or spin recovery . 
Effects of Applying Disturbances 
Time histories of the computer runs showing t he motions resulting 
aft er negative yawing moments, positive r olling moments, and thrust 
f orces were appl ied are shown, respectively, in figures 6, 7, and 8 . 
Presented ar e time histories of ~, ~ , 23, m3' p, q, and r. The 
specifi c values of moments or thrust applied are lis t ed in these figures 
and , in addition, they are listed in table IV along with identifying run 
numbers and a brief remark concerning the gener al nature of the result 
obtai ned . Some runs were also made in which positive yawing moments 
(prospin) or negative rolling moments ( outboard wing down) were applied 
and, a lthough the results of these are not pre sented in figures or in 
tabular f orm , they are discussed herein. 
The significance of various motions obtained when the disturbances 
were applied in the developed spin are considered in terms of whether 
r ecovery from the spin was achieved in a manner similar t o that utili ~ed 
i n refer ences 16 and 17 . In brief, an a i rplane is considered t c have 
r ecovered from the spin when the angle of attack at the c~nter of gravity 
i s below the stall . Usually , as this is achieved , the airplane enters a 
steep pul l -out dive without r otation; in some cases , however, it may be 
turning or r olling in a spira l glide or an ailero~ r oll. Also , sometimes, 
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the airpl ane may r oll or pitch t o an inverted attitude from the erect 
spin and may s t ill have some r otation but is out of the original erect 
spin. 
As may be noted from the time -history curves and table IV, the com-
puter runs were ended whenever a became zero or if some other variable 
exceeded a limiting value beyond which it could no longer be handled by 
the particular electronic computer setup used. For example, whenever 
~ reached ±48° , the calculation run ended. 
As may be seen from figure 6, the application of negative yawing -
moment increments was favorable in that they caused recoveries and in 
that the time required for recovery decreased proportionately as the 
negative yawi ng moment applied was increased within the range of moments 
appli ed during the investigation . Conversely, applying positive incre-
ments of yawing moments had adverse effects in that they aggravated 
r ather than relieved the spinning motion. 
Applying positive increments in rolling moment was also favorable 
t o recovery (fig . 7) but a littl e less so than were negative yawing 
moments because recovery t ook somewhat longer to occur for a given 
increment of moment applied . Applying negative increments in rolling 
moment, in general, had adverse effects in that rate of yawing and angle 
of attack increased. 
Generally, the effects of the applied yawing and rolling moments as 
regards bei ng favorable or unfavorable to recovery for a des ign with this 
type of l oading (mass di stributed pri marily along the fuselage) are in 
agreement with free - spinning tunnel results and analyses made over the 
years. (See part II A of this paper and references 18 and 19.) 
Simulating the application of thrust forces up to three-quarters of 
the weight of t he airplane indicated the relative ineffectiveness of this 
procedure f or spin recovery f or the subject configuration. This is empha -
sized by comparing the results in f i gure 8 (thrust application) with those 
in figure 6 (application of negative yawing moments), and this result is 
consistent with the analysis of part II A of this paper. 
Incipient Spin Studies 
Because the need is great for knowledge of the effects of design 
factors and Of vari ous control -manipulation techniques in maintaining or 
in r egaining contr olled flight and pr eventing the occurrence of fully 
developed spins, ca lculati ons are be i ng made to study spin-entry motions 
on an automatic di gita l computer. Work being done includes the obtaining 
of aerodynamic stabi lity derivative data, both static and rotary, which 
are as complete and suitable as possible in order to make the studies as 
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realisti c as poss i ble . The equations of motion being used f or spin-
entry studies are as f ollows: 
p Iy - I Z qr + IXZ . + 
Ixzpq pVR
2Sb 
C7, i3 i3 + 
pVRSb
2 
C7, P + -- r -- + 
4IX I X IX I X 2IX P 
pVRSb
2 
sin ex,i3 + 
pVRSb2 C7, r 
pVRSb2 C7, . cos ex,i3 + 
pvR
2Sb 
6C7, r C7, . 
4Ix 4I X 
+ 
4IX i3 r i3 2Ix , 
pVR2Sb ZRY 6C7, ex, + 
IX 2IX ' 
I Z - IX IXZ 2 IXZ 2 IX effie pVR
2Sc 
Cm+ 
pVRSc2 CIllqq + q + , r + pr - r - p 4Iy Iy Iy Iy Iy 2Iy 
pVRSc
2 
CII.lQ:.cX, + pVR
2Sc 
Cmi3i3 + 
pVR
2Sc 
6Cm e 
ZRx 
4I y 2I y 2Iy , Iy 
IX - Iy IXZ . I IX effie pVR
2Sb pVRSb
2 
r = pq + - p XZ qr + , q + Cni3 i3 + Cn r -I Z I Z I Z I Z 2IZ 4IZ r 
pVRSb2 Cn . cos ex,i3 + 
pVRSb2 Cllpp + 
pVRSb2 Cn~ sin ex,i3 + 
pVR
2Sb 
4I Z 4I Z 
6Cn r + i3 4IZ 2IZ ) 
pVR2Sb XRY YRx 6C 
- + 21 n,a I Z I Z Z 
u 
pVR
2S pVR
2S T XR 
-g sin e e + vr - wq + -- Cx + -- 6CX e + - + 2m 2m ' m m 
v = g cos 8e sin ¢e +wp - ur+ 
pVR2S ~ Cyi3 i3 + 
pSb C 
- YPP 4m + 
pSb C 
4m y~ sin ex,i3 + 
pSb C pSb C . ex,~ + pVR
2S pVR2S YR TID yrr - TID Yi3 cos -- 6Cyr + ~ 6CY, a + 2m , m 
w g cos 8e cos ¢e + uq - vp + PV~S Cz + PV~S 6CZ, e + ~ 
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In order t o evaluate properly the spin and spin-recovery character -
istics of airplanes and t o enable comparison of model and full-scale 
results, measurements of most of the i tems that are measured in normal-
flight testing should suffice . The technique involved in obtaining these 
items may be somewhat different, however, because of the high angles of 
attack encountered at spin attitudes. Similar techniques would be i nvolved 
f or any maneuver at high angles of attack such as an incipient spin or a 
gyrati on beyond the stall. Time-history measurements should be made t o 
yield the f ollowing information during the spin and recovery (in order of 
importance) : 
(1) Number of turns in the spin and turns for recovery; position of 
all -movable controls including landing flaps, leading-edge 
flaps, dive or speed brakes, and slats 
(2) Angle of attack and angle of sideslip at the center of gravity 
of the airplane 
(3) Resultant velocity 
(4) Angular rates about t he t hree body axes 
(5) Altitude record 
· (6) Space attitude angles of the airplane 
(7) Linear accelerations 
(8) Angular accelerations 
In addition t o the above measurements, it is important to have a 
proper evaluation of the condition of the airplane at the time spins are 
started as regards weight, center -of -gravity location, and moments of 
lnertia of the airplane . Power conditions during the spin should also 
be ~oted . The pilot 's comments concerning the spins and recoveries there -
from 3hould be obtained as a s upplement t o all the recorded information. 
Film records of each flight should be made from a ground station and a 
chase plari.e, and film records from a gun camera in t he airplane undergoing 
tests may als2 ~rove t o be valuable . 
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Methods f or Obtaining Data 
Some suggested ways of instrumenting the airplane t o obtain t he 
items desired are pointed out in the f oll owing sections . A discussion 
of vari ous types of measuri ng instruments is gi ven in reference 20. 
Control positions, altitude, and r ot ational rates .- The control 
positi ons , altitude, and r otational rates may be determined by instruments 
such as those discussed in reference 20 . The angular r ate gyros used f or 
measuring rates about body axes should, of course, be alined with the X, 
Y, and Z body axes t o gi ve p , q , and rj and the resultant spin r ota-
tional rate about the spin axis n i s the vectori al summation of these 
r ates . The number of turns in a spin may be obtained from an integr ation 
of the time history of the resultant r ot ational r ate n about the spin 
axis . 
Angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and resultant velocity .- Deter -
mination of the true angle of attack and angle of s i des lip at the center 
of gravity of an airplane is a more involved process in spins than it is 
in the normal -flight r ange because the linearizations and approxi mations 
made in the correction of vane readings f or flight testing at l ow angles 
of attack do not apply in the spin. As regar ds r esultant velocity, the 
pitot - tube type of pickup alined with the f uselage axis used f or the 
normal -fl i ght attitudes no l onger gives valid readings when spin attitudes 
are approached . I n addition , the yaw vane ordinarily used t o obtain side -
slip angles at low angles of attack does not give the sideslip angle at 
high angles of attack . Methods f or obtaining true angle of att ack nt, 
true sideslip angle ~t' and true resultant velocity VR t are suggested , 
here in . Before explaining these techniques, however, it would be well t o 
examine the basic reasoning involved in t he measurement of aer odynamic 
angles . ( I n the discussion that f oll ows, unless otherwise indicated , i t 
is a ssumed that the velocity and flow- direction pickups are removed from 
the influence of the airplane and that mechanical inaccuracies that may 
be introduced, such as boom bending , are negligible.) 
The re sultant ve l oci ty VR may be broken up into three component 
velocities u, v , and w along the X, Y, and Z body axes, respectively, 
as shown in figure 9. The angle of attack ~ is defined as the angle 
between the pr ojection of the res ultant velocity on the X, Z plane and ;the 
fuse lage X body axi s or / / 
~ tan - l w 
u 
Angle of s i deslip is defi ned as the angle betwep.n t}r!t: relative wind (or 
r esul tant velocity) VR and the pr o jection_ Vl the r esultant velocity on 
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t he X, Z pl ane or 
Thus, the angle of attack and angle of sideslip at the position of a 
flow-direction vane can be determined by making use of a swiveli ng -type 
cruciform vane that has two degrees of r otation : one about an axis 
parallel t o the airplane pitch axis and one about an axis that remains 
perpendicular t o the pitch plane of the vane . 
An alternate techni~ue consists of using t hree vanes, each having 
one degree of r otation: A pitch vane with its axi s parallel to t he air-
plane pitch axis that yields the angl e of attack ~; a yaw vane pivoted 
about an axis parallel t o the body Z axis t hat yie l ds the angle ~ ; and 
a r oll vane pivoted about an axis para l lel t o t he a i rplane X axis that 
yields the angle ¢. (See fig. 9.) A nose boom and a wing-tip boom 
installation of this type is shown on f i gure 10 . The angle - of -attack 
vane thus gives an indicated angle of attack which may be corrected t o 
obtain the true angle of attack and t he indications of the roll and yaw 
vanes can be used t o obtain an indicated sidesli p angle from the following 
relati onship: 
sin- l 1 
Jl + cot 2 ¢i + cot 2 ~i 
From this relationship, the sign of the sideslip angle must be de t ermined 
from the sign of ~i or ¢i (if ~i and ¢i vary between 00 and 1800 , 
~i and ¢i vary be tween 00 the sign of ~ i is positive; whereas , i f 
and -180°, the sign of ~i is nega t ive) . The s i deslip angle can a lso be 
computed from the f ollowing relationships: 
and 
but these relationships become indeterminant at i ndicated angles of 
attack of ±900 and 00 , respective l y . 
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When these indicated angles are corrected to the center of gravity, 
the influence of the r otational rates must obvi ously be considered and 
the resultant velocity in the vi cini ty of the recording vanes must be 
known. The resultant velocity should be obtained froffi a pickup that 
swivels so that it will aline with the relative wind . The velocity 
recorded in utili zing such a technique wi ll be an indicated resultant 
velocity at the point of measurement VR i; and if ~, ~i' and VR i , , 
are known, the true angles and true resultant velocity may be computed 
from the following relationships if the vanes and velocity tube are 
mounted on a nose boom (fig . 10) : 
CIt = tan -1 (tan eLi + qx ) 
\ VR, i cos ~i cos ~ 
(
VR . sin ~i - rx) ~t = sin- l __ ~,1 __________ __ 
VR t , 
where the vertical and lateral distances of the indicating vanes from 
the center of gravity are assumed to be small and velocity components 
due to p can be neglected. As is indicated in the preceding equation 
and as can be seen in figures 9 and 10, the linear velocities at the 
center of gravity are as f ollows when a nose-boom installation is used : 
Ut VR . ,1 cos ~ cos ~i 
Vt VR . ,1 sin ~i - rx 
wt VR . ,1 sin o.i cos ~i + qx 
If a wing -tip installation is used (fig . 10), the reduction of the indi -
cated vane readings is somewhat more involved than it is f or a nose-boom 
installation and, also, it appears possible that f or a wing - tip installa-
tion shielding of the fuselage may give erroneous readings at high angles 
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of sideslip and attack. In addition, for a nonoscillatory type of spin 
in which q is usually small, the angle of attack indicated from a nose-
boom installati on usually need not be corrected t o obtain the true angle 
of attack; this is not the case for a wing-tip installation. Based on 
these factors, it would appear more desirable to use a nose-boom instal -
lation rather than an installation on the wing t i p for flight spin. tests. 
An a lternate technique f or obtaining the true angles of attack and 
sideslip and the true resultant velocity that may be employed when a 
resultant velocity tube can not be installed on the airplane depends 
upon the existence of a pitching rate or a yawing rate. When this tech-
nique is used , two pitch vanes and a r oll (or yaw) vane must be used or 
t wo yaw vanes and a pitch (or roll) vane must be installed on a nose boom 
as indicated in figure 11 . The velocity components for the technique 
utilizing two pitch vanes and a r oll vane are: 
tan ~ - tan 0.1 
and the ve l ocity components f or the technique utilizing two yaw vane s 
and a pitch vane are : 
r(xl - X2) 
ut tan 0/1 - tan 0/2 
Vt == (tan o/l)Ut - rXl 
Wt (tan a.l)Ut + qXl 
Thus, if the component velocities of the true resultant velocity are 
known, the true resultant velocity can be determined and the true angles 
of attack and sideslip can be computed. In these equations the vertical 
and lateral distances of the vanes from the center of gravity are assumed 
lrJ ' ''R small and , as a result, velocity components due to these displace-
ments ca~ be neglected . It should be pointed out that utilization of 
this technique !'or spin flight testi ng i.s subject to certain limitations. 
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The two-pitch-vane installation will us ually record only slight differ -
ences in angle of attack f or nonoscillatory (or steady-type) spins when 
rea sonable distances between the vanes are used; thus, a two -pitch-vane 
i nstallation may not be reliable f or nonoscillatory type of spins. The 
two -yaw -vane installation will probably not be useful for airplanes 
having spinni ng attitudes approaching t 900 because the angle of sideslip 
and result a nt velocity may not be determinable . 
Angular accelerations . - In or der t o determine t he angular accelera-
at i ons p, q, and r, an electrical differentiation of the angular r ota-
tional rates has been used . If an angular accelerometer is used f or 
determining these angular accelerations in spins, however, a disk or 
cruciform- type sensing element with the axis of the disk alined with the 
axis about which the accelerations are desired is preferable to a bar-
type accelerometer . The disk-type accelerometer gives a true indication 
of p, q, and r whereas a bar - type accelerometer that is pivoted about 
i ts cent er records certain cross - couple angular velocities in addition to 
p, q, and t. A tabulation of the t otal measurements of bar -type angular 
acceler ometers (pi voted about their centers) about t he three body axes of 
a spinning airplane follows : 
Quantity desired Alinement of bar Total measurement 
q Along X-axis q - pr (too l OW) 
q Along Z-axis q + pr (too high) 
p Along Y-axis p + qr (too high) 
p Along Z-axis p - qr (too l OW) 
t Along X-axis r + pq (too high) 
r Along Y-axis r - pq (too l OW) 
Linear accelerations. - As regards the l i near-acceleration measurements 
in spins , when the linear accelerometers are displaced from the center of 
gravity, these accelerations should be corrected f or the centrifugal and 
cross-couple terms as well as the angular acceleration terms . The t otal 
readings of linear accelerometers placed along the three body axes are as 
f ollows : 
Axis Total measurement 
X aX - x(r2 + q2) - y( r - pq) + z(q + pr) 
Y ay _ y(r2 + p2) + x( t + pq) - z(p - qr) 
Z aZ + x(q - pr) - y(p + qr) + z (p2 + q2) 
\ 
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Space attitude angles .- In order to measure space attitude angles 
of an airplane, an all -attitude no-gimbal-lock gyroscopic reference unit 
may be used. Another process, which i s very involved but which should 
give reasonable indications of the space angles if the instrument 
readings are accurate, involves substitution of most of the quantities 
already discussed into Euler's f orce equations. These equations are as 
f ollows: 
Thus, 
g sin 8e A 
g cos 8 e sin ¢e B 
g cos 8e cos ¢e 
. 
-aZ + Wt - qUt + PVt = C 
sin-l ~ (angle of fuselage inclination) g 
¢e = tan- l ~ (angle of wing inclination about the X body axis) 
and 
Use of the se equations t o determine space angles thus involves a differ-
entiation of the true linear velocities along the three body axes t o 
determine ~, Vt, and Wt . 
Determination of the Euler angle We' the amount that an airplane 
has r otated about a vertical space axis, is more involved than the deter -
mination of the other Euler angles. The rate of rotation about a vertical 
space axis ~e can be defined as ( qB + rC~g and the angle We would 
B2 + C2; 
then be obtai ned from an integration of this term. 
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Determination of f orces and moments . - If the airplane is instru-
mented thor oughly enough t o obtain accurate measurements of the various 
items that have been noted, the for ces and moment coefficients in the 
spin can be determined as f ollows : 
Cx aX ~ 
VR t 2 , 
Cy ay 21-lb 
VR t 2 , 
Cz aZ 
21-lb 
= ---
VR t 
2 
, 
Cl ~ - Iy - I Z ) 2,J<i qr ---IX VR t 2 , 
= (q IX e ) 2,J<i Cmb I Z - IX pr + ~ ill r ----Iy I y e VR t 2 , 
It should be noted that product -of-inertia terms are assumed to be small 
and are neglected in the preceding equations; also , the pitching-moment 
coefficient is nondimensionalized on the basis of the wing span. 
II. IMPORTANT FACTORS THAT I NFLUENCE THE SPIN AND RECOVERY 
A. EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROLS DURING SPINS AND RECOVERIES 
A developed spin involves a balance of aerodynamic and inertia 
moments and f orces ; thus, the effectiveness of any control in promoting 
or in terminating the spin depends not only on the aerodynamic moments 
and f orces pr oduced by the control ut also on the inertia character-
istics of the a i rplane . A spin a out any axis in space might be con -
s i dered as be ing made JP of r otati on of an airplane about an axis through 
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its center of gravity plus translatory motion in space of the center of 
gravity. Because a moment is required in order to terminate the rota-
tion} it therefore may be said that the spin is primarily a rotary motion 
and thus is affected mainly by the moments acting upon it. As previously 
indicated} the equations for the moments acting in a spin (principal axes 
being assumed and engine effects being ignored) are: 
r 
cnv2 I X - Iy + I pq 2 2f.lkZ Z 
. C V2 Iy - I Z 1-P + qr 
2f..1kX 
2 IX 
C V2 I Z - IX q mb 
---+ I rp 
2f..1ky2 Y 
Developed Spin 
Whether an a irplane spins steep or flat and what its rate of rotation 
will be are apparently primarily dependent upon the yawing-moment and 
pitching -moment characteristics of the airplane. Low damping in yaw at 
spinning attitudes or high autor otative yawing moments lead to flat 
(high ~)} fast r otating (high n) spins . The interrelation of the aero -
dynamic pitching moment} rate of rotation} and angle of attack in the spin 
f or a given mass distribution can be seen from the approximate pitching-
moment equation obtained by equating the aerodynamic and inertia pitching 
moments: 
-Maero 
~ (I Z - Ix) sin 2~ 
From this relation it can be seen t hat a nose-down (negative) pitching 
moment may not nose the airplane down but may instead lead to a higher 
rate of rotation and may in fact flatten the spin. For given directional 
and lateral characteristics} the pitching moment can influence the motion 
s o that it may vary from a high- r otation spin to a l ow-rotation trim. 
Figure 12 shows that} for a normal aerodynamic pitching-moment curve} the 
corresponding angle of attack and rate of rotation in a spin may assume a 
wide range of values} depending upon the equilibrium conditions that 
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satisfy the other two moment eQuations f or the airplane design. If the 
aerodynamic pitching-moment curve has a steep slope and if the airplane 
should tend t o spin flat, an extremely fast r otating spin may result 
from which recovery may be difficult t o obtain because of the ensuing 
high angular momentum in the spin possible f or current fighter designs 
with their high moments of inertia. If, however, the pitching-moment 
curve becomes unstable and shows a trim at a high angle of attack, the 
corresponding spin may be very flat with very slow rotation . Even when 
the r otation is stopped, in this instance, the airplane may remain in a 
tri mmed conditi on at a high angle of attack. 
Because of the trend of current designs, the steady developed spin 
has practi cally been eliminated and in its place has COme a cyclic large-
moti on oscillation. As pointed out in references 19 and 21, the 
oscillatory spins, primarily in yaw and r oll, are associated with the 
l ong fuselage nose l engths and the extreme mass distribution along the 
fuselage of current des igns. Therefore it appears likely that the 
r olling-moment characteristics at the spinning attitudes can also have a 
significant influence on the motions being obtained. 
Spin r otation and angle of attack also can be influenced by the 
gyroscopic moment produced by the r otating parts of a jet engine . (See 
ref . 22 . ) Because these parts continue to r otate at a fairly hi gh rate 
even though the engine is throttled back, the gyroscopic effect of the 
engine on the developed spin and subseQuent recovery therefrom must be 
given proper consideration. 
Recovery From the Spin 
The effect of any control in bringing about spin recovery depends 
upon the moments that control provides and upon the effectiveness of 
those moments in producing a change in angular velocity and thus an 
upsetting of the spin eQuilibrium. The effectiveness of the applied 
moment in upsetting the spin eQuilibrium, in turn, is influenced by the 
magnitudes of the moments in balance in the developed spin. The effec -
tiveness of the moments depends greatly upon the mass distribution of 
the airplane. (See ref . 18 .) 
Experience has indicated that application of a yawing moment about 
the Z body axis t o oppose the spin r otation is the most effective manner 
of terminating the spin and bringing about recovery . Thus the effective -
ness of a rudder deflection, which generally creates a direct yawing 
moment on the spin, is dependent upon the magni tude of the yawing moment 
pr oduced and upon the ability of this moment t o affect the existing 
motion . Similarly, it appears that elevator effectiveness and aileron 
effectiveness , in the final analysis, depend upon their ability to alter 
the yawing moments acting . It appears that the most effective way t o 
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influence the spin and t o bring about recovery is t o obtain a yawing 
moment by applying a moment about an axis about which there is the least 
resistance to a change in angular velocity (least moment of inertia). 
For example, the most proficient way to obtain an antispin yawing moment 
f or recovery may be to r oll the airplane (if IX is relatively l ow , as 
it is f or current designs) in such a direction that a gyroscopic yawing 
moment t o oppose the spin is obtained. Thus it may be more efficient, 
and in fact essential, to obtain a yawing moment indirectly by rolling 
about the X-axis rather than by a direct application of a yawing moment 
against the resistance of a large angular momentum about the Z-axis, 
particularly when the moment of inertia about the Z axis IZ is rela-
tively large because of the concentration of mass in the fuselage. 
Similarly, if mass is heavily concentrated in the wings, movement of 
elevators downward may provide the most effective means of applying an 
antispin yawing moment . This effect can be explained by examination of 
the equation dealing with yawing motion: 
. 
r 
Naero + IX - Iy 
I
Z 
I
Z 
pq 
C V2 n IX - Iy 
+ I pq 
Z 
This equation shows that, for airplanes of 15 or 20 years ago, the 
rudder was the primary control for recovery. Obtainable changes in the 
aerodynamic (first) term were relatively large (low ~ and low radius 
of gyration) whereas changes in the inertia (second) term were small 
( I X - Iy ~ 0) . In recent years, increases in mass distribution along the 
fuselage and in wing l oading have tended to make the changes in the inertia 
term much more significant and at the same time t o minimize the changes in 
the aerodynamic term. For example, modern high-speed fighters and research 
planes, whose control surfaces are no larger than those of planes of many 
years ago , have large negative values of IX - Iy because the mass is 
heavily concentrated in the fuselage; t hus, it becomes extremely important 
that the inertia term be made antispin (negative for a right spin) for 
recovery. This can be done by controlling the algebraic sign of the 
pitching velocity, for example, by tilting the i Ormer wing (right wing in 
a right spin) down relative t o the spin axis. This tilting of the wing 
downward makes the pitching velocity q positive (q ~ n sin ¢) and gives 
rise t o a cross -couple inertia effect which acts in a direction t o termi-
nate the spinning moti on . This effect can be considered to be similar t o 
a so -called "roll divergence," except t hat it is utilized t o diverge 
(recover) from the spin. Extreme care must be exercised to avoid tilting 
the outer wing down as this would lead to a prospin moment . During World 
War II when in many instances fuel, guns, bombs, and engines were put on 
the wings and , as a result, IX - Iy wa s made positive, the same type of 
reasoning pointed the way t owards use of elevators to provide a nose -down 
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or negative pi tching velocity q . Fi gure 13 summarizes these results and 
shows that the effectiveness of the vertical tail i n terminating the spin 
is greatly decreased as mass distributi on is increased along the fuselage 
or a l ong the wings. Because the effect i venes s of t he r udder in termi -
nating a spin depends on the abi l ity of the rudder t o provide a yawi ng 
decelerati on , its effectiveness i s lessened when I Z is large , such as 
f or extreme l oadings along t he fus el age or along the wi ngs . Al s o , because 
rudder reversal tends to depr ess the inner wing in a spin, an undesirable 
pr ospi n increment i n yawing moment could ensue because of an unfavor a le 
cross - couple effect when the l oading i s predominantly along the wings . 
When the l oadi ng is pr edomi nantly along the fuse l age ( I X - I y negative), 
ailerons with the spin (stick r i ght in a right spin) can gener a lly be 
utilized t o assist the rudder and, in gener al , experience has indicated 
that, if t he stick i s he l d back l ongitudinally l ong enough, the pilot 
will be able t o discern mor e readily between the spinni ng motion and the 
ens uing aileron r oll . Whe n the l oading is predominant ly along the wings 
(IX - Iy positive), elevators down (stick f orward ) can generally be of 
assistance f or recovery . In the latter case, ailer ons against the spin 
would also be beneficial . 
Based on the f oregoing r easoni ng alone, it would be expected that 
the effect of ailerons f or erect spins would reverse when IX - Iy 
changes from negative t o positive . Actually experi ence in the past has 
IX - 1y X 10-4 indica ted that, in the vicinity of of -50 , a ilerons with 
mb2 
the spin (stick right in a right spin ) gener ally l ost their favorable 
effect and became adverse and f or ai lerons against the spin the converse 
happene d . (See ref . 18 . ) This result, it i s believed, has been due 
primarily t o a secondary effect as sociated with positive Cn~ of the 
airplane and a resulting relat ive prospin increment in yawing moment 
because of the increment in inward sideslip that invari ably occurs when 
ailerons are set with the spi n . This condition shi fts the a ileron r ever-
sal point . Si mi larly, spi n - tunnel experience has s hown that, f or inverted 
spins, the a ileron effect reverse s at a negat ive value of IX - 1y , the 
reversal point occurring in the vicinity of IX - I y X 10-4 of -150 
mb2 
because the unshi e l ded vertical tai l in the inverted atti tude makes 
much more significant . Unless otherwise i ndicated, ailer on settings in 
the inverted spin are given i n terms of wing tilt relative t o the gr ound 
and if the r olling moment is such as t o tilt the inner wing (relative t o 
the spin axis) down, that is considered as an ailer on-with setting. For 
example, in an inverted spin r otating t o the pilot ' s left, the inner wing 
would be the left wing ; moving this wing down relative to the gr ound would 
be brought about by mOving the stick laterally t o the pilot's right . The 
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aileron-reversal points for both erect and inverted spins can also be 
influenced by the elevator setting somewhat and, in general, elevator-
up settings (relative t o ground) lead t o an aileron-reversal point at a 
somewhat more negative value of IX - Iy than do elevator-down settings. 
A factor affecting the spin and recovery that may be likened t o an 
ailer on effect is the interaction of wing thickness and camber with mass 
Uistribution. In general, adding thickness or camber to a wing will tend 
to lead t o a spin with more inward sideslip which may be favorable or 
adverse depending upon whether the mass is distributed chiefly along the 
fuselage (IX - Iy negative) or chiefly along the wings (IX - Iy pos itive), 
respectively . 
On some current airplanes, ailerons are being decreased appreciably in 
size, moved inboard, or eli minated altogether. For such airplanes, if a 
developed spin is obtained, there may be great difficulty encountered in 
recovery. In some instances, the design incorporates spoilers, deflectors, 
slats, leading-edge droops, or chord-extensions . Spoilers are generally 
ineffective in a developed spin because they are shielded at the spinning 
attitudes. Because they give little or no r olling moment in the spin, they 
cannot be substituted for ailerons f or spin recovery when a r olling moment 
is required. Inadvertent settings of the stick laterally against the spin 
(stick left in a right spin) wpuld, of course, also have no effect for 
spoilers whereas such a setting could be adverse for ailerons . Spoiler-
deflector combinations can have some effect primarily because of the drag 
and corresponding aerodynamic yawing moment that the deflector provides 
in the spin. (See ref. 23 . ) Extension of slats generally leads to an 
effect similar to ailerons with the spin, s'tick right in a right spin. 
(See ref . 24 . ) Leading -edge droop and chord-extensions may have some 
effect in a critical case and their effect would be in conformity with the 
r olling moment and the corresponding wing tilt that they could produce in 
a spin. Recent experience in the spin tunnel has indicated that use of a 
differentially operated horizontal tail may be effective f or spin recovery 
as a substitute f or or t o augment ailerons with the spin. 
All service airplanes that are spin demonstrated are required t o have 
an emergency antispin device installed. Tail parachutes are more commonly 
used although r ockets have been used. (See r efs . 25 and 26.) At the pres -
ent time, the size parachute required for a current design must be deter-
mined by model tests . This would also be true for determination of rocket 
f orces t o supply an adequate antispin moment. An existing report on para -
chute requirements (ref . 27) is presently considered t o be inadequate f or 
current high-speed airplanes l oaded heavily along the fuselage. The reason 
f or this inadequacy is that a tail parachute provides both a large pitching 
moment and a small yawing moment, and the large pitching moment is ineffec -
tive f or spin recovery when the mass is heavily concentrated in the fuse -
lage and the small yawing moment i s inadequate for recovery for the same 
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reason that the rudder l oses its effectiveness f or extreme fuselage 
l oadi ngs . Reference 27 i s still vali d f or l oadings wher e mass is con-
centr a ted i n the wings or f or l oadings where mass is lightly concentrated 
in the fus e lage because here both the p itching moment and the yawing 
moment could be conduc i ve in bringing about recovery . 
The reason that the yawing moment is the most effective means of 
terminating a spin and bringing about recovery may be explained by the 
f ollowing analys is . As previously indicated, the spin is generall y con-
sidered t o be a motion at an angle of attack between the stall and 900 , 
the wings being nearly perpendicular t o the spin axis . For such a motion , 
when there is an applicati on of an antispin (negati ve f or a right spin) 
yawing moment, the yawing velocity r can be decreased by slowing up the 
r otation, by decreasing the angle of attack, or both, both changes being 
conducive of recovery from the spin . Furthermore, l owering the r otation 
generally leads t o a nosing down of the airplane due t o the aerodynamic 
pitching moment acting and t o a decrease of the nose - up inertia pitching 
moment. This condition allows the airplane t o become unstalled . On the 
other hand, application of a nose - down (negative) pitching moment can 
introduce a negative increment in pitching velocity either by nosing the 
airplane down or by r olling down the plane's outer wing (left wing in a 
right spin ) , or both . Left wing down will be adverse if IX - Iy is 
negative (eq . 1); thus, the yawing velocity is increased, the spin r ota-
tion is increased, and possi bly the angle of attack is increased rather 
t han decreased . Also , as previously explained, the response t o a nose -
down ae r odynamic moment may actually be an increase in spin r otation n 
because the nose-up inertia pitching moment increases t o balance the 
i ncrease in the aerodynamic moment . Similarly, application of an anti -
spin (negative) r ol ling moment may r ol l the outer wing (left in a right 
spin) down and, if IX - Iy is negative, can be adverse and lead t o an 
i ncrease in r ate of r otation and angle of attack . 
For current des i gns having extremely l ong fuselage nose lengths, the 
criteri a presented in references 19 and 21 r egarding the nature of the 
spin and recovery therefrom are inadequate at present, and it appears 
that, f or a pr oposed design, resort should be made t o actual model tests 
in a spin t unnel . Thi s is primarily a result of the fact that the nose 
of the airplane can be the source of a strong autor otative moment which 
can be critically dependent upon cross-sectional shape; also even slight 
irregulari t ies of the nose due t o production t olerances may have a 
significant effect in some instances . As previously indi cated, the rela -
tive effects of the nose f or model and airplane, in some instances, may 
be critically dependent upon Reynolds number. 
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Prior t o the advent of jet and rocket-powered aircraft, the influ-
ence of the fuselage in spinning was generally small. Because of the 
current trend t oward very l ong nose lengths on contemporary fighters, 
however, the fuselage effect, or more specifically the effect of the 
fuselage f orward of the wing, may have considerable effect on the way a 
contemporary fighter spins or recovers. In some instances the forces 
and moments existing on the forward portion of the fuselage may introduce 
autor otative tendencies which may dictate the manner in which the airplane 
may spin . Information available at the present time regarding desi-rable 
shapes of the nose portion of the fuselage from the spinning viewpoint and 
auxiliary means for utilizing the nose portion of the airplane to aid in 
spin recovery are discussed herein. 
Variations in Cross Section 
Effect of fuselage cross section.- Of the various forces and moments 
acting in a spin application of an antispin yawing moment is the most 
effective means of effecting recovery from a given spinning condition, 
and provision of a large amount of damping in yaw is the most effective 
means f or the prevention of flat fast spins. Thus, it would appear 
des irable t o incorporate as much aerodynamic damping in yaw as possible 
in the fuselage to prevent dangerous spin conditions. 
As a simplified approach t o the problem, first consider the body 
shown in figure 14} the profile of which is rectangular, as being a fuse -
lage without wings} tail, or canopy and at an angle of attack of 900 • 
(See fig. 14(a).) The cross-sectional shape of the fuselage in this case 
is assumed t o correspond to a symmetrical airfoil. As shown in fig-
ure 14(b) for this shape and flow direction} the assumed body shape corre-
sponds t o a rectangular wing at 00 sideslip; changes in sideslip angle on 
the body at an angle of attack of 900 correspond to angle-of-attack changes 
on the rectangular wing . Similarly, the rectangular fuselage at an angle 
of attack less than 900 (fig . 14(c)), corresponds t o the rectangular wing 
being skewed or sideslipped (fig. 14(d)). Thus, an analogy exists between 
the damping in yaw of a fuselage about the spin axis and the damping in 
r oll of a wing about a roll axis} and it would appear that the various 
factors that affect the damping in r oll of a wing may also affect the 
damping in yaw of a spinning fuselage. One of the basic factors involved 
is the sectional lift-curve slope of the wing or, f or the corresponding 
fuselage at spin attitudes, the sectional side-force curve slope. It is 
desirable that the side -f orce slope (side f orce plotted against sideslip 
angle) be negative and steep at spin attitudes in order to dampen the 
r otation. 
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In order t o illustrate the manner in which the damping in r otation 
may affect the angle at which an airplane spins, the fuselage being 
assumed to act as a skewed wing, the yawing-moment characteristics are 
considered in relation t o pitching and drag characteristics in figure 15 . 
As is indi cated, f or a given applied yawing moment, decreasing the fuse-
lage damping in yaw (assumed t o occur because of a decrease in the slope 
of the sectional side -force curve) makes f or a flatter spin and a higher 
r otational rate . 
Section side-force data for various fuselage cross-sectional shapes 
are presented in figure 16. These data correspond to an angle of attack of 
900 of the fuselage and are presented for a cross-flow Reynolds number of 
1,000,000 and/or 200,000 . (The data for the elliptic section were obtained 
from ref. 28 and the data for the other sections, detailed sketches of 
which are shown in figure 17, were ·obtained from tests in the Langley high-
speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel.) The most pertinent information as regards 
full - scale airplanes is that for the highe r Reynolds number since the fuse-
lage cr oss-flow Reynolds number of contemporary fighters in spins will be 
in excess of 1,000,000 except for a small portion near the tip of the nose. 
On this basis, the sections which would appear to be the most desirable 
from the standpoint of damping in yaw at an angle of attack of 900 on 
full -scale airplanes based on variations of side force with sideslip 
angle are o , 0 ' and CJ· The <> section would provide less 
damping than the foregoing three sections and those indicated as undesir-
able are 0, 0 ' and 6. It should be pointed out that the rectan-
gular and square sections with well-rounded corners had opposite effects 
at the h i gher and lower Reynolds numbers . This result implies that care 
must be exercised when models having these sections are tested inasmuch 
as mode l and airplane may have opposite effects in the very flat spinning 
region . For the elliptic section, good damping characteristics are i ndi-
cated at a Reynolds number of 200,000 and it appears unlikely that this 
would be altered appreciably at higher Reynolds numbers. Although these 
data are two-dimensional and were obtained at an angle of attack of 900 , 
it is felt t hat they have application in the very flat spinning range. 
Additional data for three-dimensional bodies at lower spin angles of 
attack are needed. 
In this connection it should be pointed out that some spinning 
balance tests conducted on airplane models in England about 20 years ago 
(ref . 29 ) t o determine the effect of fuselage afterbody shapes at low 
Reynolds number (about 70 , 000) indicated that sharp -edged rectangular and 
sha rp -edged square shapes pr ovided propelling moments in the moderately 
fla t spinning range f or spin rates that would be obtained on contemporary 
fighters . These data are consistent with the effects that might be antic-
ipated from the section data just discussed. These spinning-balance data 
on afterbodies also indicate that a sharp-edged rectangular section with a 
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semicircular top CJ was the most undesirable fuselage shape. The after -
body shapes that usually applied the most damping were elliptic sections 
and a sharp-edged rectangular section with a semicircular bottom c=J . 
Effect of altering nose section .- Inasmuch as the shielding and 
interference effects of the wi ng and the interference effects of the tail 
influence the afterbody of the fuse lage, it appears that the sectional 
characteristics of this portion of the fuselage could be obscured . In 
fact , spin-tunnel experience has indicated that the effects of fuselage 
afterbody shape coul d be neglected in establishing criteria for the des ign 
of an airplane for good spin-recovery characteristics. The nose, on the 
other hand, should be relatively free of such effects and free-spinning 
model data and force -test data have shown large- effects attributable t o 
the nose . A brief summary of s ome results obtained on a free-spinning 
model of a contemporary fighter is shown in chart 1, wherein the sectional 
shape of the nose alternately was a flat-bottom round-top configuration 
c=J or a r ound-bottom flat-top confi guration c=J. (See fig. 18.) As is 
shown on chart 1, the spin and recovery characteristics of the c=J section 
were superior t o the 0 sections, the 0 section exhibiting spins only 
when the ailerons were displace d against the spin or, rather, when, because 
of both aerodynamic and inertia considerations, the ailerons were dis -
placed t o give a prospin yawi ng moment. The simulation of engine rota-
tion in the opposite sense to the spin (that is, a clockwise engine rota-
tion and a left-hand spin) had little effect and is not presented on the 
charts. Simulation of engine r otation in the same sense as the spin had 
an apprec iable effect on the poor section shape only (chart 2) in that 
faster spin rates and poorer recoveries were obtained than without engine 
r otation simulated . This result is undoubtedly attributable to the fact 
that t he nose-down pitching moment was increased because of the gyroscopic 
effects of the simulated engine (see ref. 22) and thus, in order to balance 
this increased pitching moment, the mOdel was required to spin at a faster 
rate. Under these conditions, recovery from the spin was more difficult. 
Brief free-spinning tests were also made on a model of a contemporary 
fighter wherein the original ellipitically shaped nose section was altered 
by flattening the bottom portion of the fuselage forward of the wing . The 
model with the ellipitically shaped nose section was found difficult to 
spin whereas flat, fast spins were obtained when the bottom of the nose 
was flattened. These free-spinning data are consistent with the spinning 
balance data presented in reference 29 on fuselage afterbodies as regards 
the merit of utilizing a round-bottom flat -top fuselage section or an 
elliptic section rather than a flat-bottom r ound-top section. 
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Observed effects on noses having circular or near -circular sections, 
including strake effects .- Sharp -pointed noses of nearly c i rcular cross 
sections have been f ound t o have considerable effects at spin attitudes 
and, although their effect has not been fully established, some unusual 
aspects of such nose shapes have been observed both in free - spinning and 
f orce tests . On noses of this type at spin a ttitudes, asymmetric yawing 
moments oftentimes appear t o exist which have a great influence on 
whethe r a spin may or may not be obtained . As has been i ndicated from 
f orce -test results, the center of lateral load in such instances is on 
the nose of the model and such conditions apparently exist because of 
an early separation on one side of the nose, probably because of an 
asymmetric vortex formation. Effects similar t o this have been pre -
viously noted on a sharp -nosed fuselage at angles of attack approaching 
spin attitude s . (See ref . 30 . ) Free - spinning model tests indicate that 
these asymmetric moments may be the result of s ome slight asymmetry in 
the nose . Some models, f or i nstance, may spin readily in one direction 
and not in another whereas at some later time the direction in which the 
mode l will spin may reverse, this reversal being observed many times 
during the course of tests . On one particular sharp -nosed model, merely 
r otating a ver y small portion of the tip of the nose through a given 
angle caused extremes between spinning readily and not spinning ; in this 
parti cular instance, this condition indicated that slight imperfections 
near the tip of the nose probably had a l a rge effect on flow separation 
on the whole f orebody of the fuselage . Flight experi ence on one particu-
lar sharp -nosed design (results unpubli shed) lends evidence t o the fact 
that the asymme tric moments observed i n model tests also can occur on 
ful l - scale aircraft at spin attitudes . Inasmuch as these asymmetric 
moments can exist, the possibi l i ty of either cont r olling or pr oviding 
such moments t o aid in the recovery from a spi n becomes apparent . One 
means f or doing this is by placing small - span spoiler strips or strakes 
along one side of the nose of the fuselage as shown i n figure 19 . Free -
spinning model tests have shown that use of such strakes, properly 
placed and of sufficient width, can provi de large yawing moments in t he 
di rection des i red f or spi n recovery . The reason for their effectiveness 
is that by causing an early separation on one side of the nose porti on of 
the fuselage the pressure distri bution around the nose becomes asymmetri -
cal and thus a side f or ce is created on t he nose and a yawi ng moment 
results . This effect i s shown pictorially in the smoke -flow phot ographs
 
presented in figure 20 f or a model nose at an angle of attack of 500 and 
an angle of sideslip of 00 . At the present time the available data are n
ot 
sufficient t o provide generalized strake des ign criteria and strake size 
and position will have t o be t ailored t o a chieve the desired effects by 
experimentation on each spe cific design . The f ollowing generalizations, 
(based on fre e - spinning and f orce- test result s) can , however, be made: for 
maximum effec t iveness a strake on only the inboard side of the f uselage 
(right side in a right spin) should be extended duri ng the spin to obtain 
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recovery; the strake should start close t o the tip of the nose of the 
fuselage ; and the vertical location of the strake should be approximately 
the pOint of maxi mum fuselage width. 
Some static-force-test r esults of a sharp-nosed model that exhibited 
asymmetric yawing moments at 00 sideslip are presented in figure 21. These 
tests were conducted in the Langley 20-foot free - spinning tunnel and the 
Langley 300 mph 7- by 10 - foot tunnel. As is shown in figure 21, for the 
Reynolds number range tested (500,000 to 1,400,000), a large negative 
yawing moment occurred at an angle of attack of 500, and a large positive 
yawing moment occurred in the angle-of-attack range from 650 to 700 . The 
center of the lateral l oa d was in the region of the canopy. To attempt to 
nullify or reverse the asymmetric yawing moments, the strakes shown in 
fi gure 22 were investigated. The data presented in figure 23 show that a 
single strake placed on the appropriate side of the body (that is, on the 
left-hand side when an asymmetric yawing moment was obtained t o the right) 
was effective in reversing the direction of the yawing moment when placed 
rat about the maximum width of the body; positioning the single strake l ower 
on the body reduced its effectiveness. Two symmetrically disposed strakes 
were effective in nearly nullifying the asymmetric yawing moments when the 
horizontal tail was removed, but asymmetric yawing moments, smaller .in 
magnitude, still occurred when the horizontal tail was installed . 
Additional static-test r esults were conducted to determine the forces 
and moments acting only on a conical nose when in the presence of the 
delta -wing--body configurati on shown in figure 24. The nose in this 
instance was of a much lower fineness ratio than the one presented in fig-
ure 21 and had a smaller canopy. As the data presented in figure 25 shOW, 
no asymmetric yawing moments were observed for this nose shape; at the very 
flat spin attitudes the resultant force on the nose was the drag force but 
at the moderate spin attitudes both a lift and drag were generated when 
s i desl i p was appli ed . The contri bution of a single strake located on the 
left - hand side of the nose t o the side force or t o the incremental yawing 
moment of the nose a bout the center of gravity of the model was consistent 
with that presented in figure 23 . The strake contribution was not greatly 
affected by strake width at the very flat spin attitudes. In the moderate 
spinning r ange , however, the larger span strake was much more effective 
than the shorter span strake, particularly at negative sideslip angle s, 
that is, when the air approached the nose from the side on which the 
strake was located . 
Effect of flap-type surfaces on fuselage noses.- Free-spinning model 
tests have indicated that extending small flap-type surfaces similar t o 
canards on the nose was effecti ve i n aiding spin recovery on some models. 
In instances where extending such surfaces simultaneously on both sides 
were effective, the fuse l age cross section near the canopy was fairly deep 
arul the surfaces were hinged in the vicinity of the canopy. It was appar -
ent i.n such instances that the surfaces were effective in increasing the 
damping in yaw of the nose portion of the fuselage. In instances where 
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the fuse l age is deep and f or cases where flat spins are obtained , use of 
s imultaneously actuated surf aces appears t o be j us t ified; however, f or 
the steeper spin a t t itudes, or f or slower r otating sp ins where the inward 
s idesli p on t he nose may be small, use of only one surface actuated on 
the i nboard s i de (right side in a right spin ) may be desirable and , if 
properly pOSitioned, may be as effective as t he s i ngle strake previously 
dis cus sed. 
The effects of vari ous canard arrangements on the fuselage nose shown 
i n f i gure 26 are presented in figure 27. These tests were conducted at 
l ow Reynolds number and it should be noted t hat at higher Reynolds number 
the f orces existing on this particular cross-sectional fuselage shape might 
be different. Test results of the clean model and the model with r oughness 
added t o t he nose (regi on in which r oughness added is shown in fig. 26) are 
plotted in figure 27(a) and indicate that the positive slope of the yawing-
moment curves of the clean model (indicating a propelling rather than a 
damping moment) was nullified by the addition of r oughness at an angle of 
attack of 900 , but, f or the l ower angl es, the curves were essentially the 
same, It is interesting t o note that , f or this nose shape, a prospinni ng 
moment is indicated f or angles of attack of 700 and above whereas f or the 
steeper angles of attack the nose provides damping. Regarding the various 
confi gurations tested, the results indicate that extension of one large 
canard surface high on the fuselage or extension of a l ong strake are the 
most desirable configurations whereas small symmetrical canards on the 
bottom of the fuselage are the worst configuration. It is interesting t o 
note t hat, f or angles of attack steeper than 700 , removal of the small 
canard on the bottom leeward side of the fuselage had favorable effects 
wher eas, f or angles flatter than 700 , there was no effect of removing this 
canard . This result is attributed t o the fact that at the flat angles of 
attack the flow was separated on the bottom of the leeward side whether 
the small l ow canard was installed or not, whereas at the steeper angles 
of attack the small l ow canard on the leeward side caused the flow t o 
s eparate. These f orce-test data are consistent with effects noted f or a 
free - spinning model of the same design. 
Induced circulation about the nose . - Another possibility f or utilizing 
the nose t o b ring about spin recovery is t o induce a flow circulation about 
the nos e and t hus generate a side f orce in t he direction desired. This has 
been a ttempted in the spin tunnel on two models and the circulation was 
induced by r otating the conical noses on t hese mo dels . These tests s howed 
that, when a pr ospin yawing moment was generated by the r otating noses, 
flat, fast spins were obtained; when a moment was generated in the opposite 
direction, however, the models would not sp in. 
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Free-spinning-tunnel investigations of small dynamic models of air-
planes would be of little practical value if the test results could not 
be interpreted in such a manner as t o predict at least the possible and 
at best the probable spin and recovery characteristics of the airplanes 
~eing simulated. In order t o aid in maintaining suitable techniques for 
interpreting the model spins and recoveries and to keep abreast of the 
effects of various dimensional and mass design features which show up on 
contemporary and future designs, a continuing check is made by the NACA 
t o determine how well free-spinning-tunnel investigations predict the 
behavior of full-scale airplanes. An NACA paper dealing with this subject 
was published in 1950 (ref . 14) and covered 60 designs typical of those in 
use between 1926 and 1948 . During t he past year, model and full-s cale 
spin and recovery data f or 21 additional designs have been evaluated and 
this presentation will deal with these more recent configurations. 
Most of the full-scale airplane spin and recovery data used in t he 
study were obtained through the cooperation of the Air Force, the Navy, 
and various aircraft manufacturers. For some of the configurations used, 
extensive data in the f orm of time-histories of variables such as angles 
of attack, airspeed, angular velocities, and control deflections during 
spin entries, developed spins, and spin-recovery motions were available. 
For other configurations, only meager information such as pilots' state -
ments were available. 
In or der to get a reasonable comparison between the full-scale and 
model results, it was necessary t o exclude the incipient-spin portions of 
the airplane flight records and any recovery attempts made during incip-
ient spins; only the developed spin portions and recoveries therefrom 
were used. This exclusion of s ome of the data is made because of differ -
ences in the way spins are achieved in flight and in the free-spinning 
tunnel. (See part I of this paper.) In flight, an airplane enters a 
spin f ollowing r oll-off just above the stalling angle of attack after 
being brought up from l ower angles of attack, whereas in the spin- t unnel 
testing teChnique, a model is hand-launched into the vertical a i rstream 
of the tunnel with r otation appl ied and at a very high angle of attack 
above the stall (800 t o 900 ), from whence it decreases angle of attack as 
it l oses launching r otation and achieves equilibrium in a developed spin. 
It usually takes an airplane from about two to f i ve turns to attain a 
fully developed spin after starting the incipient-spin motion, depending 
upon configuration and control technique; recoveries are generally achieved 
much more readily if attempted during the incipient phase of the spin than 
when attempted after the spin become s fully developed. 
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On t abl e V are listed s ome of the physical char acteristics of the 
21 configurati ons being considered. The ranges of t hese physica l charac-
t eri stics encompass a variety of t oday's operational military aircraft 
which ar e normally required t o pass spin - demonstra tion tests . 
It shoul d be noted that s eldom, if ever, were the model and airpl ane 
being compared identical with respect t o all such fac t ors as weight, 
cent er-of-gravity l ocation, moments of inertia , control manipulation 
t echniques, and all physical design features, and experience has shown 
that a nyone of these factors can at times have a crit ical effect on spin 
• and r ecovery characteristics. 
For each of the 21 designs, a statement follows a s t o the nature of 
erec t spins and recoveries obtained and as t o the degree of agreement or 
disagreement between model and airplane spin and r ecovery characteristics 
as i nterpreted in this analysis . (The numbering of t he paragraphs is con-
s i stent with the numbering of the models described in tables V and VI.) 
Where available, comparisons of inverted spin and recovery characteristics 
are included . A summary of the results f or erect-spin comparisons is pre-
.sented in table VI . I t should be noted that t his table l i sts control 
movements f or opti mum recovery for both models and airplanes as determined 
by ana lysis of model and fl i ght results, even though the control manipula-
t i ons used may not have been the optimum . In the f ollowing statements, 
some i nstances will be discussed which illustrate how close correlation 
and pr oper interpretation of spin- tunnel test results have been of imme-
diate practical value for some airplanes. 
(1 ) The mode l tests indicated spins at an angle of attack of 530 and 
a spin rate of 0 . 32 revol ution per second from which recoveries could 
not be obtained . There are no adequate airplane time-hi story records of 
atti tudes and angular velocities of the spin t o use in compari ng with the 
mode l results . The full - s cale report indicates that one spin was obtained 
on t he airplane from which control manipulation could not bring about 
r ecovery, and the spin-recovery parachute was used . In at least one other 
instance, one of these airplanes spun into the grDund . Model and airplane 
r esults appear t o be in good agr eement. 
(2 ) Free -spinning-tunnel tests of a model simulating the airplane 
indicated spins at an angle of attack of 640 and a spin rate of 0 . 33 revo -
luti on per second and the possibility of unsat isfactory recoveries . The 
full-scale angles of attack and rates of r otation were i n agreement with 
t he model results and in some of the full - scale flights it was necessary 
t o us e a spin- recovery parachute t o save the airplane. This i s considered 
as goo d agreement between model and airplane. 
(3 ) On the model in its basic clean condition, steep, whipping - type 
spi ns occurred and satisfactory recoveries were obtained by rudder reversal. 
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When the cent er ext ernal store was i nstalled, flatter oscillatory- type 
spins were obt a ined wi th Q va r ying f rom about 550 to 700 and with a 
r ate of r ot ation of about 0 . 4 r evoluti on per second. Satisfactory 
r e coveries wer e obtained when the a ilerons were moved to with the spin 
(s tick right in a right spin ) in conj unction with rudder reversal . 
Full - scale tests, made f or the clean condition only, indicated satis -
f actory recoveries by rudder rever sal. No time histories of attitude or 
angular velocity variables were availabl e. Based on the limited full -
scale information available) model and airplane results for this des i gn 
are considered t o be i n agreement. 
(4) Model r esults indicated t he possibility of "no-spins" and also 
of sp i ns at 0 . 22 r evol uti on per second with oscillations in Q from 
300 t o 650 • The re are no t i me -history records in the available fl i ght 
report) but the general nat ure of the motions obtained seemed to be 
similar t o the model spins . Model r esults indicated that good recover i es 
would be obt a ined by rudder reversal f ollowed by moving the elevator down. 
On t he airplane s atisfactor y recoveries were obtained by the same control-
manipulation technique, by reversing the e l evator alone, or just by 
releas i ng the controls . The f l i ght r eport indicates that the elevat or 
was the effect ive control f or recovery, whereas model results indicated 
that the rudder was the effect i ve control. Based on the limited full-
s ca le r esults available) t here s eems to be general agreement between model 
and full - s cale results) but the appar ent difference in effectiveness of 
rudder and elevat or between model and a i rpl ane can not be explained , 
unle ss t he a irplane was not i n a devel oped spi n but instead in a steep 
spiral mot i on which could be uns talled by lowering the elevator or by 
merely r e leasing the controls . 
(5) Model spins at an angle of a t tack of 280 and a spin rate of 
0 .26 r evol uti on per second were obtai ned. There were no available t i me -
histor y recor ds of full - scale atti t ude s or angular velocities. The f ull-
s ca l e r epor t indicates that rapi d r ecovery from spins was obtained by 
ful l r udder reversal against the spin, and this is in agreement with 
model t est results . 
(6) The model spin wa s at an angle of attack of 360 and a spin rate 
of 0 . 36 revol uti on per s econd . According to the available records, the 
a i rplane spun flatter and slower, t he angle of attack Q being approxi -
mately 450 and the r otation be i ng 0 .19 revolution per second. In spite 
of t he s e apparent differences in the nature of the spins, similar and 
satisfa ctory recoveries were obtai ned for model and airplane by the normal 
control -manipul ation technique (rudder reversal followed by downward move-
ment of elevator ) . 
(7) Er ect spi ns could not be obt ained on the model for normal cont r ol 
settings f or spinning . The availabl e full - scale information refers to 
5 - turn "spi ns" but includes no time - histories of angle of attack or angular 
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velocitie s . These motions ceased upon neutralization of all controls, and 
it may be that these motions were glides and turns at an angle of a t tack 
above the stall with pr ospin cont r ols held, rather t han being fully 
devel oped spins. Based on the preceding rea s oning and experience in 
i nterpreting full-scale and model spin-recovery results, it is considered 
that the model and airplane results f or this design are in agreement. 
(8) It was difficult t o obtai n erect spins on the model, and, when 
obtained, they were oscillatory at angles of attack of 420 t o 520 and 
rotated at 0 .24 r evolution per second . Results indicated satisfactory 
re covery characteristics by simultaneous movement of ailerons to with the 
spin and rudder t o against the spin. Based on limited full-scale informa -
tion , erect spins were not obtained on the airplane . As regards inverted 
spins, the r e was at least one crash which apparently resulted because the 
r udder was not held full against the spin l ong enough . Later flights in 
which inverted spin tests were made indicated that satisfactory recoveries 
were obtained by full rudder against the spin, and model tests were in 
agr eement . Based on the information available, it is believed that, f or 
t his design, model and airplane results are in agreement . 
(9) Mode l tests indicated that the airplane would be reluctant t o 
spin erect. However, if a spin wer e encountered and allowed to develop 
f ully, it would be a very oscillatory spin (a of 420 to 610 and n of 
0 .26 rev/sec) from which recovery by rudder reversal could be either poor 
or rapid (no ailerons on the deSign; spoilers used f or lateral control 
not effective for spin recovery) . In the available full -scale data, there 
were no time histories of attitudes or angular velocities presented . 
Although the spin attempts are referred t o in word descriptions as "5 -turn 
spins," statements are made that they repeatedly changed direction after 
one t urn or s o and ceased upon neutralization of the stick or releasing of 
all controls. These results appear t o fit our def inition of "no spins." 
Agr eement is indicated in re covery characteristics for inverted spins of 
airplane and model . It is believed that, f or this design, model tests 
have indicated the range of possible behavi or of the airplane . 
(10) Model spin tests indicated that it would be extremely difficult 
t o obtain developed erect spins and that, if a fully developed spin were 
obt ained, it would be very oscillatory and have angles of attack ranging 
f r om 600 t o 750 with a rate of r otation of 0 . 26 r e volution per second . 
Alt hough moving full rudder against the spin gave some satisfactory 
r ecoveries, the characteristics were considered unsatisfactor y because 
poor recoveries were also obtained (no ailerons on the design; spoilers 
used for lateral control). When erect spins were obtained on the air-
pl ane, they were oscillatory but were at a much l ower angle of attack 
and rate of rotation (a about 250 and n about 0 .12 according t o records) 
than were the spins obtained on the model. No diff iculty was encountered 
in r ecovering from spins on the airplane by neutralizing the controls . 
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Besides having no. ailerans and thus no. adverse lateral cantral 
effects, this a i rpl ane had small maximum rudder deflectians and had 
yawing mament s due t o. sideslip which r emained stabilizing at high angles 
af attack (unpublished data), and it i s knawn that each af these factars 
can be f avarabl e as r egards preventing divergence into a high-angle-af-
attack rapi d-rate -af-yawing spin s uch as same ather airplanes exhibit . 
The matian abtained may have been, in effect, a high-angle-af-attack 
gli ding turn abtained with full praspin cantrals maintained. 
This case can perhaps be cans ider ed as a disagreement between air-
plane spin and recavery characteri sti cs and thase predicted as passibl e 
by t he madel t ests a l t ha ugh it is clear that bath madel and airplane 
results indicat ed the pr abability af no. erect spins. The hard-ta -o.btain 
hi gh-angle -af-attack develaped erect spin an the madel, hawever, shaul d 
na t be disca unted as being impassible to' abtain an the airplane. The 
diffe r ence between f ull-scale and madel results may be due to the dif -
f erences in test technique between madel and airplane, as previausly 
mentianed. I t ~hauld be mentianed her e that an ane occasian, due (it 
has been reparted ) t o. an erraneaus, lat erally unbalanced fuel laading 
canditian, a high- angle -af -attack uncantrallable spin was abtained an 
the spin -demanstratian airplane, during whi ch rudder reversal had no. 
effect, and it was necessary t o. use the spin recavery parachute to. save 
t he a i rplane. 
Inverted-spin and recavery charact eristics were satisfactary far 
bat h mad~l and airplane. 
(11) Madel tests indicated asci llatary spins between angles af 
attack af 340. and 620. , a r a tatian rat e af abaut 0.4 revalutian per secand, 
and satisfactary recaveries by mavement af ailerans to. full with the spin 
and rudder t o. f ull against the spin. No. full - scale recards af a and n 
were available, but recaveries abtained and cantral-manipulatian tech -
ni~ues re~uired fa r recaveries an the a i rplane were similar to. thase f ar 
t he madel. Bath madel and airplane results also. indicated gaad recaveries 
fram inverted spins by maving stick left in an inverted spin yawi ng to the 
pilat 's right (this mavement is cansidered ailerans with the inverted spin; 
see part II A af this paper) and r eversing the rudder to. appase the yawi ng 
matian af the spin. Goad agreement between madel and airplane spin-
recavery characteristics is indica ted . 
(12) Airplane and madel results appear to. be i n gaad agreement, as 
regards the a scillatary nature af the spins abtained, the passibility af 
"no. spins" when erect spins were attempted, and the turns and cantral -
manipulatian techni~ues requir ed fa r satisfactary recavery fram both erect 
and inverted spins. When erect spins were abtained, they averaged abaut 
an angle a f a ttack af 400. and 0.23 r evalutian per secand far bath madel 
and airplane. The aptimum cantral -manipulatian techniques far recaver y 
f r am bat h erect and inverted spins wer e ailerans full with the spin and 
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r udder full against the spin (for i nverted spins, ailerons with the spin 
is stick left in spin yawing t o pilot 's right) . In one full-scale inci -
dent , an a irplane was l ost after i t fa i led to recover from an inverted 
spin by rudder reversal, but records salvaged from the crash indicated 
that the rudder had been held against the spin for only one-half a spinning 
turn; model tests showed that, wher eas , at one-half a turn after rudder 
reversal, relativel y little obvious change had occurred in the spinning 
motions, at about one turn the model was starting to recover . Subse~uent 
flight tests were made in which it was indicated that maintaining rudder 
against the inverted spin effected the recovery just as it did on the 
model . It is considered that the mode l and full - scale r esults f or this 
design are in good agreement . 
(13) The mode l spun at an angle of attack of 720 and a spin rate 
of 0. 26 revolution per second . On the spin-demonstration airplane, full 
prospin controls were held f or five full spinning turns on only one spin 
attempt . Based on analys is of the time -his tory records f or this flight 
and for other spin -attempt flights, thi s spin is considered t o be the only 
fully developed one directly comparable wi th the model results; this air -
plane spin was at an angle of attack of 650 and a spin rate of 0 . 19 revo -
lution per second . Both model and airplane tests indicated that optimum 
recovery techni~ue included movement of a i lerons full with the spin . 
Model tests indicated that even use of optimum controls would not always 
insure satisfactory recovery . Some t i me after the spin-demonstration 
flights , an airplane was l ost after be ing intenti onally spun during a 
p~lot -familiarization flight . During t his incident, no attempt t o recover 
by mOving a i ler ons t o with the spin was made . In at least one other inci -
dent , one of these airplanes spun in flat from an unintentional spin 
starting at 38 , 000 feet alti tude ; the control manipulations used are not 
known . The full -scale and model results are considered t o be in good 
agreement . 
(14) Full -scale results indicate agreement wi th model data as regards 
the oscillatory nature of spins and the number of turns re~uired f or 
recovery from erect or from inverted spins. Full - scale spins indicate an 
average angle of a ttack of 420 and n of 0 .18 revolution per second . 
No angle - of -attack or rate - of - r ot ati on data were obtained f or the model 
be cause its oscillatory behavi or made it t oo difficult t o maintain it in 
the tunnel l ong enough . For both model and a i rplane, satisfactory recov-
eries were obtained from erect spins by simultaneous movement of rudder t o 
against the spin and ailerons t o with the spin, whereas, f or both model 
and airplane, satisfactory recoveries from inverted spins were obtained by 
movement of the rudder alone t o against the spin . For this design, the 
full - scale and model results are considered t o be in good agreement . 
(15) Free - spinning- tunnel tests of the model indicated spins at an 
angle of attack of 450 and a spin rat e of 0 . 31 revolution per second and 
that recoveries woul d be unsatisfactory unless ailerons were deflected t o 
full with the spin in conjunction wi th rudder r eversal . Full -scale 
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information available was based on two instances in which airplanes have 
gone into inadvertent spins. In one instance the pilot held ailerons 
against the spin and was able t o get the airplane out of the spin only 
after a large number of turns and a dangerous loss of altitude. In the 
other instance, a fatal crash ensued. Based on the limited information 
available for the airplane, it is considered that model and airplane 
results are in agreement. 
(16) The possibility of "no -spins" is indicated by both model and 
airplane results. When spins were obtained, the model spin was at an 
angle of attack of 450 and had a spin rate of 0.30 revolution per second, 
and the airplane spin was at an angle of attack of 400 and a spin rate of 
0.23 revolution per second. Model results showed that recoveries by 
rudder against the spin would be poor but, if ailerons were moved to full 
with the spin as the rudder was reversed, recoveries would be satisfactory. 
On the airplane, the pilot used this recovery technique and the ailerons 
were so effective in prOviding recovery that the airplane rolled over into 
an inverted spin before he neutrali zed a ilerons to regain normal control. 
Further model tests were then made and indicated that recovery on this 
design coul d be achieved by only partial movement of ailerons to with 
the spin, a result which was later proven out in flight. 
As regards recovery from inverted spins, for this design, available 
model and airplane results indicated that satisfactory recovery can be 
obtained by moving the rudder full against the spin. However, on one 
instance on the airplane, the pilot became disoriented during an inverted 
spin and applied rudder full with the spin instead of against the spin 
and finally saved the airplane by using the spin-recovery parachute . 
Additional mode l tests were then made t o determine whether recovery from 
inverted spins could be obtained by merely neutralizing the rudder, and 
the results indicated that satisfactory recoveries could be obtained 
thereby on this airplane. It is of interest to mention that for this 
design, which had no powerboost for deflecting the rudder, pilots have 
experienced very high rudder pedal f orces when attempting either to reverse 
or neutralize the rudder during inverted spins. The full-scale and model 
results f or this desigh are considered to be in . good agreement. 
(17) Model results indicated oscillatory spins with angles of attack 
of 450 t o 800 and spin rate of 0 . 30 revolution per second with marginal 
recovery characteristics from erect spins by movement of rudder t o against 
the spin and ailerons t o with the spin . On the airplane, no trouble was 
encountered in obtaining recoveries by neutralizing all controls. , However, 
the airplane spins were at considerably steeper angles of attack than were 
the model spins, averaging about an angle of attack of 350 and spinning at 
about 0 . 30 revolution per second . Model and full-scale inverted-spin and 
recovery test results were in excellent agreement and indicated that, in 
order to obtain recovery, either full r udder reversal or rudder neutrali-
zation accompanied by simultaneous movement of ailerons to full with the 
spin mus t be used. One crash ensued af ter failure to use either of these 
techniques . 
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Because of the discrepancy in erect spin and recovery character-
istics, which may have been due t o the differences in test techniques 
between model and airplane, this case is considered t o be a disagreement . 
(18 ) The basic model spun at an angle of attack of 440 and a spin 
rate of 0 . 39 revolution per second and the airplane spin is believed t o 
have been similar . Recoveries on the model were satisfactory by rudder 
reversal t o against the spin and unsatisfactory when the elevator was 
mo ved down simultaneously as the rudder was reversed. On the airplane, 
trouble was also encountered in recovering when the pilot used simul-
taneous rudder-reversal and stick-forward movements, and he had t o fire 
emergency spin-recovery r ockets t o save the airplane . In subsequent 
flights, the pilot used rudder reversal and delayed moving the stick f or -
ward until another half turn of the spin, and was able t o get satisfactory 
recoveries . Model tests also showed that strakes were required t o provide 
good recovery when certain external stores were attached, and flight tests 
indicated these strakes to be necessary and sufficient on the airplane. 
Inverted-spin and recovery characteristics for model and airplane were 
a lso in agreement . 
(19 ) On this design, a maj or change was made in the airplane after 
early discussion with NACA spin- tunnel personnel and only the final 
design was tested in the Langley 20 - f oo t free-spinning tunnel. The model 
spun at an angle of attack of 500 and at a spin rate of 0 . 37 revolution 
per second, and full-scale records indicated a spin at an angle of attack 
of 470 and 0 . 34 revoluti on per second . Spi n recoveries f or both model 
and airplane were similar and satisfactory when the rudder was reversed 
and movement of the elevator down f ollowed. Recoveries from inverted 
spins were also satisfactory for both model and airplane. Model and full-
scale results for this design appear to be in good agreement . 
(20) Two possible types of spin were i ndicated for the model. One 
was a spin at an angle of attack of 740 and with a spin rate of 0 .28 rev-
olution per second and the other was a t about an angle of attack of 540 
and a spin rate of 0 .10 revoluti on per second . The model was much more 
prone t o spin at the steeper attitude than at the flatter attitude. 
Recoveries from the steeper spin by rudder reversal were satisfactory 
but, from the flatter spin) the model would not recover when simultaneous 
r udder reversal and aileron movement to with the spin were applied . The 
airplane on several occasions entered a flat developed spin similar t o 
the flatter spin of the model) being at an angle of attack greater than 
700 and spinning at approximately 0.22 revolution per second. Recoveries 
could not be obtained by rudder and aileron movement just as they could 
not be obtained on the model . In several instances, the spin-recovery 
parachute had to be used and one tes t airplane crashed. Model tests at 
Langley have indicated that the use of fuse lage nose strakes on this a i r -
plane should have a favorable effect on recovery when full rudder reversal 
and ailerons to full-with the spin are used. The test results further 
indicated that for optimum effect of strakes, a strake s hould be extended 
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for recovery only on the inboard side of the fuselage (right side in a 
right spin) . Analysis of this effect is given in part II B of this 
paper . A further advantage of using extendable strakes rather than 
fixed strakes is t o avoid possible worsening of l ongitudinal stability 
characteristics at hi gh angles of attack. Brief tests made of the air -
plane with strakes installed indicate agreement with the model tests 
with strakes on. In general, it i s felt that model results predicted 
full - scale results ade~uately. 
(21) Model results indicated the possibility of flat-attitude 
rapidly r otating spins (~ = 830 , n = 0 . 49 rev/sec) from which recoveries 
were poor as well as of a steeper type oscillatory spin (~= 620 , . ' 
n = 0 . 22 r ev/sec) from which simultaneous reversal of the rudder to 
against the spin and movement of the ailerons to with the spin gave good 
recoveries . Full - scale flight tests are proceeding cautiously and the 
manufacturer, who has been working in close cooperation with Langley spin -
tunnel personnel, has so far been able t o avoid the flat rapidly rotating 
spin . Recoveries have been good from the steeper t ype of spin, and it has 
been f ound essential that ailerons be moved with the spin to achieve these 
recoveries . Model and airplane results appear t o be in agreement. 
For 19 of the 21 designs compared, it is considered that free-
spinning-tunnel model results were in good agreement with corresponding 
ful l - scale airplane spins and recoveries. In the other two cases (num-
bers 10 and 17) there appear to be some significant differences between 
model and airplane results . It appears that some of the differences 
whi ch have been noted between model and airplane behavior during spins 
and recoveries are due t o differences in testing techni~ue between free-
spinning tunnel models and airplanes as well as t o differences in physi-
ca l features and control -mani pulation techni~ues and possible scale 
effects . It should also be borne in mind that many more repeat launching 
tests are made with models than is possible in flight, and sooner or 
later some pilot may get into whatever spin conditi on the model results 
indicate as poss i ble. Unti l or unless this happens there may appear t o 
be poor correlation for a particular design. Events similar to this have 
occurred from time to time in the past. 
Another factor which i s being encountered t oday and s ometimes gives 
the wrong i mpression t o a p i l ot as regards full - s cale and model spin 
correlation occurs because of the high inertias of today's aircraft which 
causes them t o enter what mi ght be termed "trajectory" spins. These can 
be encountered when the spin i s first entered and the airplane is spinning 
about an axis inclined between the horizontal and vertical. To the pilot 
who is headed straight down one moment and is horizontal the next, the 
spin would be termed OSCillatory, but it may only seem oscillatory because 
the spinning moti on at the t i me is about an inclined axis. The same sit-
uation could exist at high speeds where the airplane could go out of con -
trol and would i n effect be in a tra j ectory spin about a near -horizontal 
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axis. These types of spin-entry motions as well as inverted spins entered 
inadvertently during maneuvers or whil e attempting erect spins or during 
recovery from some erect spins have accentuated a rising problem of pilot 
disorientation that s ometimes makes it extremely difficult t o determine 
the proper direction in which t o move -controls for recovery . This pilot 
disorientation can give the impression of lack of agreement between model 
and airplane behavi or. Reference 31 dis cusses some of the apparent reasons 
for pilot's l oss of orientation and pOints out that a disoriented pilot in 
a confusing inverted or erect spinning moti on should attempt t o orient 
himself with respect t o direction of turn by referring t o the airplane 
rate-of -turn indicator in order t o determine properly the direction of the 
yawing component of the t otal spin r ot ation . In some cases, it may become 
necessary t o provide a convenient automatic device t o assure spin recovery 
from an inadvertent or otherwise confus ing spin motion or from a motion in 
which a pilot cannot physically actuate controls even if he is completely 
oriented . This latter could happen, f or example, when the spin has a high 
rate of r otation and the pilot is well f orward in t he airplane and far 
ahead of the spin axis, f or which case a ccelerations on the pilot as high 
as 7 or 8g ' s have been indicated as possi ble. Even though this acceler -
ation acts transverse to the l ong axis of his body, this may nevertheless 
have seri ous consequences as regards i ncapacitating him for pr oper 
handling of controls . It may be possible t o install an automatic system 
in which rate gyroscopes sensitive to rolling and yawing velocities would 
actuate servos t o move the controls properly for recovery r egardless of 
whether the spin i s erect or inverted . Such a system would probably have 
to be tailored t o each airplane design, depending on control manipulation 
required f or optimum recovery. Separate devices may be required f or 
recovery from developed spins and f or recovery from incipient-spin motions 
where the required control technique may vary. 
It may be said that free-spinning-tunnel tests of models, properly 
interpreted, can gi ve good indications of the probable spin and recovery 
characteristics of corresponding airplanes and have proven t o be extremely 
reliable as a means of determining optimum control technique for best 
recovery from spins . Proper control over and specification of exact 
values and confi gurations f or the factors of weight, center-of -gravity 
l ocation, moments of inertia, control -manipulation techniques, and physi-
cal design features during flight spin tests, along with complete instru-
ment time -history records is discussed in part I C of this paper, should 
aid in allowing better future correlation between aircraft and models. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A study has been made to determine the status of spin research f or 
recent airpl ane designs. Maj or problem areas considered were interpre -
tation of results of spin model research, analytical spin studies, 
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techniques involved in the measurement of various parameters in the spin, 
effectiveness of controls during spins and recoveries, influence of l ong 
noses, strakes, and canards in spins, and correlation of airplane and 
model spin and recovery characteristics. The f ollowing general conclu-
sions are drawn : 
1. Proper interpretation of spin-tunnel results involves accurate 
consideration of possible s cale effects, effects of tunnel technique, and 
evaluation of results for specific conditions of aerodynamic and mass 
characteristics and control settings in terms of sensitivity to possible 
variations at the spinni ng attitudes. 
2. The results of initial studies involving automatic computing 
machines have indicated the value of analytical techniques in augmenting 
knowledge gained from f ree - spinning model tests and airplane spin tests. 
3. In order to measure angle of attack and sideslip at spin attitudes 
a swiveling-type cruciform vane that has two degrees of rotation or, as an 
alternate, three vanes each having one degree of rotation may be used. 
4. The resultant velocity at spin attitudes should be obtained from 
a tube that swivels t o aline with the relative wind. 
5. In measuring angular accelerations in spins, an accelerometer 
should be used that does not also record cross -couple terms. 
6. In order t o measure flow-direction angles and resultant velocity 
at spin attitudes, different techniques must be used from those employed 
at low angles of attack . For the transfer of the indicated measurements 
in spins t o the center of gravi ty, linearization of the transfer terms 
is not adequate . 
7. The spin is primari ly a rotary motion and can most effectively 
be terminated by a moment or moments. It appears that prOvision of a 
yawi ng moment is most effective f or this purpose and that the most effec-
tive way of providing such a moment is greatly dependent upon the mass 
distri bution of the airplane . 
8 . Spin attitude and rate of r otation are apparently greatly depend-
ent upon the pitching -moment characteristics of the airplane and upon the 
relati on of these characteristics t o the yawing-moment characteristics. 
It appears that r olling-moment characteristics may also have an appreci-
able influence upon the oscillatory nature of the spin. 
9 . High moments of inerti a of current airplanes and possible high 
angular velocities in the spi n may make it extremely difficult to insure 
satisfactory recovery through use of available controls on an airplane. 
Furthermore, pilot disorientation in the developed spin may prevent 
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correct use of controls even when they are sufficiently effective . I t 
thus becomes increasingly important t o prevent the developed spin by 
terminati on of the moti on duri ng the incipient spin phase . Controls 
ineffective in the developed spi n because of attitudes) r otation) and 
gyros copic effects may be effective f or termination of the incipient 
spin . 
10 . For contemporary fighters having l ong nose lengths) the cross -
sectional shape of the fuselage forward of the wing can have a con -
siderable influence on the spin and spi n - r ecovery characteristics . 
11 . For certain cross - sectional shapes of the nose) the Reynolds 
number at which the nose is operati ng during spins may have a consider -
able influence on whether the nose provides a damping or a propelli.ng 
moment and may be signi ficant in interpretation of model results . 
12 . Use of a properly placed extendi ble strake or extendible canard -
type surface a ctuated on the inboard side of airplanes having l ong nose 
lengths (that is) right s i de in a right spin) may aid in the termination 
of spins. 
13 . The results of free - spinning - tunnel model investigations) prop -
erly interpreted) are giving good indications of the probable spin and 
recovery characteristics of airplanes and are extremely reliable as a 
means of determining optimum control technique for best recovery from 
spins . 
14 . For proper correlati on of model and airplane spin test results) 
it is essential that a ccurate values of mass and dimens i onal character -
istics at the t i me of the spin tests be stipulated. 
15 . Existing criteria regarding the nature of the spin and recovery 
therefrom are considered inadequate for current designs having extremely 
long fuselage nose lengths . It appears that) at present for a proposed 
design) resort should be made t o actual model t ests in a spin tunnel . 
This is primarily a result of the fact that the nose of the airplane can 
be the source of a strong autor otative moment which can be critically 
dependent upon cross - sectional shape . Also even slight irregularities 
of the nose due t o production t olerances may have a significant effect 
in some ins tances . 
16 . For current designs) determination of a proper emergency spin-
recovery device should be by model spi n tests. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory) 
National Advisory Committee for Aer onautics) 
Langley Field) Va .) May 29 ) 1957. 
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TABLE I. - THE LANGLEY 20 -FOOT FREE -SPI NNING TUNNEL 
Speed range, f t /sec . . 
Dynamic pressure , l b/sq ft 
Reynolds number, per ft 
I dling 
Maxi mum . . 
Test section : 
Position 
Number of sides 
Distance across flats, ft 
Length (vert ical), ft 
Type throat. . 
Return passage 
Tunnel construction : 
NACA ffi.Jj L 57F12 
0 t o 97 
0 t o 11 
84 ,000 
620 , 000 
Vertical 
12 
20 
251-
3 
Cl osed 
Annular 
Test section 
Housing 
Riveted structural steel frame with steel sheet skin 
Structural steel frame covered with corrugated asbestos 
Fan : 
Diameter, ft 
Number of blades 
Mater i al 
Speed . . 
Fan drive : 
21 
3 
Wood 
Variable 
Direct Type 
Mot or 
Speed control 
Location 
Cooling .. . 
400 horsepower at 530 rpm; 1,332 horsepower 
(maximum ) at 700 rpm; direct current 
Armature voltage control, constant field 
Exit cone 
Air 
Air f l ow: 
Smooth and of increasi ng velocit y gradient of 6 percent from 
center t o three -f ourths tunnel radius, stable vertical 
velocity gradient (slight divergence of walls ) 
High acceleration of airstream, ft/sec2 . 
High decel eration of airstream, ft/sec2 . . . . . 
Method of smoothing : 
Two sets turning vanes downstream end of exit cone; honeycomb 
and screens in entrance cone 
Energy ratio 
Turbulence factor 
I ndi cating and recording equi pment : 
Mot i on -picture camera with timer and airspeed indicator 
(manometer); also , stop watch and tachome t er 
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TABLE II. - ROTARY BALANCE OF SPIN TUNNEL 
Balance : 
Type .••.••••••.• • 
Components (body axes) ... . 
Loca t i on of measuring elements 
Load range : 
Nor mal f orce , l b ... 
Longi tudi nal f or ce, l b 
Later a l f orce , l b 
Yawing moment, ft - l b . 
Rolli ng moment, ft - l b 
Pitchi ng moment, ft - l b 
Model support : 
Type .... 
Constr uction 
Oper ati on: 
Dri ve 
Speed , rpm ...• 
Range of atti tude : 
Angle of attack, deg . 
Angle of s i deslip, deg . 
Spin radi us , ft 
Method of attitude changes 
I ndi cati ng equipment : 
Airspeed ~ . . . . 
Rotar y speed . . . 
Forces and moments 
Gooseneck 
Scale (approxi mate) of mode l s tested : 
Lar ge balance 
Small bal ance 
Resistance strain gage 
6 
Box which fits into model 
Large Small 
balance balance 
26 15 
15 4 
4 2 
8 3 
15 3 
12 6 
rot a r y arm (can be readily mo~ed 
to s i de for f ree - spinning t ests) 
. . . • . Welded tubular steel 
1/2 horsepower ; vari able - speed 
alternating -current mo t or 
and a right -angle gear head 
±200 
±90 
±180 
o to 21 
2 
. . • . Remote control 
Manometer 
Tachometer 
Microanmeter 
1/10 
1/20 
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TABLE III . - MASS CHARACTERISTICS, CONTROL SETrINGS , AND 
SPIN CHARACTERI STI CS FOR AIRPLANE CONFIGURATI ON 
Mass characteri stics: 
We i ght, l b 
x 
C 
~ 
C 
~ a t 15, 000- foot alti tude 
IX . . . . 
I y . 
I Z . 
I X - I y 
mb2 
Iy - I Z 
mb2 
I Z - I X 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mb2 
Contr ol setti ngs : 
Elevator, up (stick back ), deg . . 
Ailer ons, aga inst spi~ (stick left 
in spi n t o pilot ' s right ) , deg . 
Rudder with sp i n (r ight peda l f orward 
i n sp in t o pi l ot ' s r i ght) , deg . .• 
Spi n characteris t ics : 
p, radi ans / sec 
q, r adi ans/sec 
r, radians / sec 
u , ft/sec 
v, ft/s ec 
w, f t /sec 
V, f t /sec 
CL, deg . 
(3 , deg . 
8e , deg 
¢e ' deg 
CONFIDENTIAL 
17, 835 
0 .212 
0 . 009 
17 ·35 
17,342 
37, 920 
53, 396 
-147 X 10-4 
-110 X 10-4 
-257 X 10-4 
20 
14 
30 
1 .5080 
0 .0152 
1 .5610 
150.058 
-12 .833 
155 · 373 
216 
46 
-3 .4 
-44 
0 .56 
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TABLE I V. - CONDITI ONS INVESTI GATED AND RESUME OF RESULTS 
Run 
no . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Resul ts 
on 
f i gure 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
Di sturbance 
applied 
6Cn = -0 .01 
6Cn = -0 .025 
6Cn = -0 . 04 
6C 7, = 0 . 04 
w 
4" Thrus t ) 
Thr us t) 
Approxi mate 
duration of 
r un) sec 
3·3 
13.4 
6.2 
15 ·5 
10 .9 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Remarks 
a to 0, P to 0, r 
approaching 0; recovered 
Generally similar to run 1) 
only more rapid recovery 
Same as run 2 
a and p to 0; r almost 
t o 0; recovered 
Similar to run 4) only more 
rapid; of interest is trend 
to more inward sideslip as 
C7, is increased 
About same as run 5 
a approaching 0 rapidly; 
S oscillations large; may 
indicate roll-over) recov-
ery imminent 
S became too large nega-
tively; machine stopped 
t . ~ 
~ "' 
r TABLE v. - SOME PHYSICAL CHARACTFJUSTICS OF AIRPLANE DESIGNS FOR WHICH 
o 1 
~ 01 AIRPLANE AND MODEL SPINS AND RECOVERIES WERE COMPARED 
~ Weight, Wing Iy I X - I y I y - I Z 
Model Ai rplane type Wing sweep , deg l oading , l b l b/ sq f t IX mb2 mb2 
1 Mi dwing attack o a t 0 .30c 19 ,200 35.00 1. 32 -49 X 10-
4 
-11: 3 x 10-4 
2 Low-wing attack o a t ·50c 15,175 37 ·91 1.66 -117 -127 
3 Low-wi ng attack 33 a t .25c 13, 313 51 .24 2.94
 -383 -132 
4 Midwing fight e r o a t .27c 13,000 52.00 2.52 -205 -1
08 
5 Midwi ng fighter o at ·50c 21, 500 53 ·75 2.45
 -144 -79 
6 Midwing fighter o at ·50c 31, 000 51.14 .80 63 -292 
7 Midwing fi ghter 35 at .25c 20, 545 41. 4
2 1.78 -188 -221 
8 Midwi ng fighte r 35 at .25<: 24, 656 46 .06 1.87 -174 -183 
9 Midwing f i ghter 35 at .25<: 15,600 52.00 2·92 -30
4 -126 
10 Midwing fighter 35 at .25<: 14,100 56 .40 5·10 -567 -103 
11 Midwing fighter 40 at .25<: 25 ,000 76 .92 1.79 -210 -179 
12 Low-mi dwing f ighter 43 at .25c 26 ,878 51 ·79 5·03 -639 -96 
13 Low-midwi ng fighter 45 at .25<: 23 ,996 63 .82 5·20 -466 
-80 
14 Low-midwing f ighter 45 at .25c 29,054 65 .73 4.44 -557 -105 
15 High-midwing research 60 at .25<: 6,709 38 .56 5.84 -879 
-64 
16 Midwing fighter Delta 53 at leading edge 16,821 30 .20 3.04 -361 -156 
17 Low-wing fighter 35 at .25c 16, 500 48 ·72 1.88 -147 
-142 
18 Low-wing trainer o at .25c 8, 216 30 .31 1. 28 -59 -18
0 
19 Midwing trainer o at .25c 5, 400 29 .36 .91 21 
-214 
20 Low-wing fighter 40 at leading edge 36,884 87.99 7.41 -677 -58 
21 High-wing fighter 42 at .25<: 20 ,800 53 .98 7·55 -840 -77 
Maximum 60 36 ,884 87·99 7·55 
Mi nimum 0 5, 400 29.36 .80 
, 
~ '1 
"'1 
~ r 10 
r i 7' r 
.f 
i 
--_0 _-
I Z - IX 
mb2 
192 X 10-4 
244 
515 
313 
223 
229 
409 
357 
430 
670 
389 
735 
546 
662 
943 
517 
289 
239 
193 
735 
917 
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TABLE VI. - ERECT SpnlS AND RECOVERIES FOR MOD= AND AIRPLANES CQ.\J'ARED 
M.odel Airplane 
(a) (0) 
Control Control Remarks 
Model Recove ry positions Recovery positions (See text for n, characteristics n, characteristics 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
J 9 
J10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
"20 
"21 
0., for 0., deg rev/sec satisfactory optl.mWJl deg (yes or no) recovery 
(eJ (d) 
53 0 · 32 No None N. A. 
6l! O. }} No None 6l! 
e Yea R. Ao) N. A. then E.D. 
f,g}O to 65 0.22 Yes R.A. , hN.A. then £ . 0. 
28 0 .26 Yea R. A. , N.A. then E.O. 
}6 0 . }6 Yes R. A., 45 then E. D. 
No spin b 
f,s , 142 52 0 . 24 Yes R.A. No spin 
and A.W. 
f ,8. 142 to 61 0.26 No R.A., "" .A. then E.D . 
£ ,860 to 75 0 .26 No R. A. , h25 then E. D. 
f}4 62 0 .40 Ye. R.A. N.A . 
and A.W. 
r ,840 0 .23 Yea R. A. f,84Q 
and A.W. 
72 0 .26 No R. A. 65 and A.W. 
f ,e Yea R.A. £42 
and A.W. 
45 
R.A. 0 . }1 Yes and A.W. N. A. 
845 O.}O Yes R. A. g40 
and A.W. 
£45 to 80 O. }O No R.A. 35 and A.W . 
"" 
0 . 39 Yea R. A., I"" then E. D. 
50 0 · }7 Yes R. A., 47 then E.D. 
74 0 .28 No None >70 
R.A. 54 0 . 10 Yes and A.W. 
8} 0 . 4, No None 
R.A. 62 0 .22 Ye. 
and A.W. N.A. 
Bt-todel controls at criterion spin settingsj see part IA. 
bA1rplane controls at nonna! £or spinning . 
cFor defin1tion of satisfactory recovery, see part IA . 
~ and !l approxima te ror airplanes . 
rev/sec 
.fell 
N.A . 
O. }} 
N.A. 
N. A. 
N.A. 
0.19 
hN.A. 
"0.12 
N.A. 
0.23 
0 . 19 
0 . 18 
N.A. 
0 .23 
O. }O 
10.39 
0 . }4 
0 .22 
N.A. 
eRate of descent too great to hold in tunnel for measuring a. and fl. 
rOsCillatory spin. 
S"No spi:lS" also obtainable. 
~ay have been "no sp1n." 
iModel spins very difficult to obtain . 
JSpoilers used f or lateral control . 
kNo t knO\lTl because optimUl!1 controls not used. 
satisfactory 
(yes or no) 
No 
No 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Ye. 
Yea 
Yes 
Ye. 
Probably no 
Ye. 
k 
Yea 
Ye. 
Yea 
Ye. 
No 
Ye. 
INo records, but believed approx1.m4tely correct based on verbal information . 
mvery important no t to move rudder and elevator getherj see text. 
"T..-o types of spin oht.a1ned .... 1 th model. 
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for detail.) 
optimum 
recovery 
None Agreement 
None Agreement 
R.A . , Agreement theD E.D . 
R. A., Considered an 
then E.O. agreement 
R.A., Agreement then E.O. 
R.A., Agreement then E.D. 
Considered an 
agreement 
Considered an 
agreement 
E.N., Cons Idered an 
or R.C. agreement 
E. N. Some 
and R.N . disagreement 
R.A. Agreement 
and A.W. 
R.A. Agreement 
and A.W. 
R. A. Agreement 
and A.W. 
R.A. Agreement 
and A.W. 
k Agreement 
R.A. Agreement 
and A.W. 
E.N . Disagreement 
and R.N . 
~.A " Agreement then E.D. 
R.A . , Agreement then E.D. 
None Agreement 
R.A. 
and A.W. Agreement 
Abbreviations 
N.A. 
R. A. 
E.D. 
A.W. 
E.N. 
R.C. 
R.N. 
not available 
rudder against spin 
elevator dovn 
ailerons ..,1 th 
elevator neutral 
release all controls 
nldder neutral 
- -...--
61 
62 
, 0 
• 0 
00 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
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o 
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o 0 
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CHART 1.- EFFECT OF NOSE CROSS- SECTIONA L SHAPE ON SPIN AND 
REC OVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 1 (SEE FIGURE 18) 
- NO ENGINE ROTATION SIMULATED 
[For aileron- against and aileron- neutral s pins recovery attempted by full rudder reversal and 
simultaneous movement of the ailerons to fu ll-with the s pin; for aileron- with spins recovery 
attempted by rudder r eversal (recovery attempted from and steady- s pin data pre s ented for, 
rudder full - with the spin)] 
-
MCDEL 1 AT'T'ITUDE DIRECTIO N LOAOI:'lG: ERECT RIGHT (SEE FIGURE 18) ENGINE ROTATION 
NOT SIMULATED 
ALTI 'fUDE CENTER OF GRAVITY 
30 , 000 FT ·33 PER CENT C 
Model values conver ted to ful l s cale U - inner wing up D - inner wing down 
o Fla t -bottom, r ound- top nose (fig. l~ 
a 
I OU 3U 
Elevator 85 . 6 220 80 .8 16D 
full UP 290 0 . 2 ') 283 0 .18 (St ick ba ck 
1 2f. 73 ~ 11 11 24, 4- ' 4 , 2 
_A 
86 . 5 l2 U 82 .4 
I OU 
Ele vat or 11 ::; 16D Ailerons 
neu tral 263 0 .30 Ailerons ~ull agains t 268 
f1l l 1 with NO 
(Stick left ) 0 .22 (St ick right ) SPIN 
1 4 , 4~,;;. 4~ I 1 1 ,. 2[ , ,. ~ 
a 
o Round - bottom, fla t - top nose ing. 18) 
h 
60 24u 
Eleva to~ 79 6D 
full u p NO 
283 0 .16 SPI:'I 
( S tick back) 
1 d1 4' 2 
a h I 
52 29U 
Elevator 89 3CiD 
neutral Ailerons full against NO Ailerons f u!l with 276 0 . 2C (Stick lefC ) SPI:'I (Stick right) 
d l dl ~. 1:; 
illator y s pin . range or avp,::,age val ' lHs g 1 TI('On . 
el entered a glide . 
conditions poss ible. 
a
e sc 
b~lod 
cTwo 
dUpo !1 r ecovery , mode l enterel) a s..,i'1 i n opposite direction . 
CONFIDENTIAL 
a 
12U 
75 . 7 20D 
290 0 . 15 
I, , 1 
2 
. c 
53 9U 
95 17 0 
290 0 .12 
~,:>l'7l~ 
b 
NO 
SPIN 
h I 
NO 
SPI N 
c: ¢ 
(deg) (deg) 
V Jl 
(fps) (r ps ) 
Turn!) f or 
recovery 
L 
---' r 
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CHART 2. - EFFECT OF NOS E CROSS - SECTIONAL SHAPE ON SPIN AND 
RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 1 (SEE FIGURE 18) 
- ENGINE ROTATION SIMULATED 
~or aileron- against and aileron-neutral s pins recovery attempted by full rudder reversal a~d 
simultaneous movement of the ailerons t o full - wi th the spin; for aileron-wi th s pins recovery 
a tt empted by r udder reversal (recovery attempted f r om and steady-s pin data presented for , 
rudder f u l l-with the s pin ~ 
MODEL I ATTITUDE DIRECTION LOADING: FULL ENGIKJ:: StEED SI~IILATEL. ERECT RIGHT (See Figure 18) FLY'vI1lE<;L ROTATION 
CLOCKWISE VIE'lIE;; FROI'~ RJ:.AR 
ALTITUDE CENTER OF GRAVITY (SA.ili SENSE AS SPIN DIRECTION ) 
)0 000 FT 33 PERCENT C 
floj~! values convert ed to ful] scal e U - inner wing up D - inner wing down . 
o Flat - bottom. round-top nose (Fig . 18) 
a ~ A 
74 2'jU 78.6 12U 62 17U 88 29D 18 D 83 0 
Elev ator 
full up 268 0.38 268 276 p.20 0·30 (Stlck ba&J 
'-
,. 6, >8 , >9 ,. ~,,.5 ,> 7 72, ,.4 
" 
R.C b 
....II.. 
6j 30U 70 l)U 34 21U 
Elev ator 82 20D Ailerons full 82 17D Ailerons full 100 25D 
neutral 
261 0 · 35 
again s t NO with 268 0 .18 (Stick left) 268 0 . 25 SPIN (Stick right) 
d4 '4 d.l d 1 :» 
, -' :>2 I 1 22, ,. 2 , 
, 
32 ,;>22 ,,.4 
a 
~ Round-bottom, flat-top nose (Fig. 18) 
b C b 
62 l'1U 73 7U 
77 15D 87 7D EIE'va tor 
f ull up NO NO 320 0 .21 283 0.16 SPIN SPIN (Stick back 
d l d1 
d 1 d l 
~, [, 4' Ii: 
- . 
a " h h ~ 
j 
50 35U 
82 35D Elevator Ail erons full 
neutral NO al'(ai nst NO Ailerons full with NO 306 0 . 20 SPIN (Stick left ) SPIN (Stick right) SPIN 
d l 
°1 2' 2 
a ¢ 
(deg) (deg) 
sc1l 1ator y spin, range or average values give". V 11 
:cde } en~E'r ed a glide . (fps) (rp s ) 
wo cone 1 tions possible. 
f~on model entered a spin i n oppos ite direction. Turns for recovery, recovery 
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Horizontal 
x af 
Projection of 
relative wind I 
Z 
(a) ¢e and o/e = O. 
Projection of 
relative wind 
Projection ~ 
of f3 . 
X ~ 
y 
( b) 8e and ¢e = o. 
Z 
Zero azimuth 
reference heading 
Horizontal 
(c) 8e and o/e = oJ and in this case ¢ = ¢e ' 
Figure 1 .- Body system of axes and r elated angles. 
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• ! ....... 
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Figure 21 .- Variation of yawing moment and side force with angle of 
attack for model 2 . ~ = 0° . Horizontal tail on. Dimensions given 
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Figure 23 .- Effect of strakes on yawing moment and side force on model 2. 
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Figure 25 .- Normal- force and side - force variation with angle of attack 
and sidesl ip on the nose of model 3, and the contribution of the nose 
of mode l 3 to the yawing moment about the center of gravity of the 
model. 
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